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ÀBSTRÀCT

The principles of traditional transportation planning
have beeñ "on"ãrned 

with the efficient movement of vehicles'
This view is slowly changing and the movement of people
rather than vehicles is now Seen by many as being of upmost
importance. One tool being used to promote this fundamental
åhãng" in philosophy is exðlusive transit lanes. This prac-
ticuñ applys the þrinciples of transit priority measures and
more rpääi?icatly excluéive transit lanes to an actual urban
roadway,Portage Avenue in Winnipeg.

The practicum uses both precedence _and actual field work
to predict the effect of thé transit lane on transit opera-
tions.Precedence showed that in many cases transit lanes
have been Successful in giving buses an operating environ-
ment in which they can ruñ morè efficiently. As wel-I, the
field work determined thaL the conditions along Portage
Àvenue are conducive to the implementation of a transit
Iane, and that savings in both terms of time and rnoney could
be achieved. In ordãr to simulate the operating environment
of the exclusive transit lane, the Transit Lane Simulation
Model was developed. The test results showed that a with-
ti;; lane impleñrented along Portage Avenue between Main
Street and Stürgeon Road would produce significant time sav-
ings resulting in monetary savings for the transit system.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Urban transportation planning is, today
transition state. It is still attempting
the public's desire for mobility and at
time provide desirable alternatives to the
bile. 1

--John S.

1 .1 Purpose

In the Iast 25 years there have been at least three pro-

posals to introduce a rapid transit line to the Portage

Avenue corridor. There are many reaSons why these projects

were never initiated, but perhaps the main consideration has

been cost. Recent rapid transit projects have revealed that

the construction costs have ranged from $40 million per

kilometre for both the Vancouver Àutomated Light Rapid Tran-

sit System and Toronto's Bloor subway extensions to $16 mil-

lion per kilometre for Calgary's light rapid transit lines.

The purpose of this practicun is to deÈermine the utility

of an exclusive tranSi! Iane on Portage Avenue. The advan-

tage of such a system over the rejected projects is clearly

John S. Hassell, "How Ef
Planning Been", in URBAN
PROBLEMS, editor Herbert S

dation For Transportation,

, in a
to meet

the same
automo-

HasseIl

fective Has Urban TransPortation
TRÀNSPORTÀTION PERSPECTIVES ANÐ

. Levinson, Westport: Eno Foun-
1982, Þ.1 3

1-
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the capital cost saving. The implemention costs of a tran-

sit lane on a existing SEreeE for example, is estimated to

be only $12,000 per kil-ometre, considerably less than rapid

transit implementation costs. 2

1.2 Methodoloqv

The research involves five basic methodological steps,

they are:

1. Investigation- a search of the existing literature vras

made to

. rationa!íze the need for transit, and to determine

if transit deserves priority over automobiles.

o l_ook at the record of transit lanes already in

existance to See if there are any lessons to be

lea rned.

2. Observation-observe the existing transportation condi-

tions on Portage Àvenue

3. Assessment- aSSeSs the need for a transit lane in

light of the Present conditions

4. Simulation- simulate the operating environment of an

exclusive transit lane in order to properly predict

the effect of the lane on transit system operations.

5. Comparison- compare the two transit lane alternatives

and determine which is more applicable to the Portage

Avenue situation.

2 IBI GTOUP, RESERVEÐ TRANSIT VEHTCLE LÀ'NES ÀND TRÀNSIT
PRI ORI TY MEASURES , Toronto : Toronto Trans i t Commi ss i on ,

1982, p. 26
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isBefore a project such as thi s i s contemplated it

imporuant to first ansï¡er a few basic questions.

The first question that must be asked is, does transit

deserve priority over automobiles? This most basic question

must be answered as the entire strategy rests on the assump-

tion transit is an essential service and deserves priority

over automobiles. This question is addressed by analyzing

the costs and benefits of both automobiles and transit.

Once it has been determined that transit is an essential

service, it i-s then irnportant to see how transit f anes have

been implemented in other cities. In order to do this prop-

erly, the justification for implementation must be examined

and the performance of the transit lanes eval-uated. For

example the minimum lane utilization warrants developed by

various agencies are an important evaluation criterion.3

These warrants are a good tool for determining if the level

of transit service and patronage is high enough to consider

the removal of a lane from the general traffic fIow. Prece-

dence is also an important factor to consider. Àlthough

every traffic corridor is unique, there are still- lessons to

be learned from other centres. The examples have been cho-

sen for their diversity, and illustrate both successes and

fa i lures .

3 Minimum Lane Utilization Warrants refer to a mi
of transit traffic and patronage reguired to
implementation of an exclusive transit lane.

nimum level
justify the
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The third issue deals with the applicability of a transit
iane for Porcage .Avenue. This requires the cataloging of

the traffic conditions as well- as the level of transit ser-

vice in the area. These conditions v¡i11 then be compared to

the minimum lane utilization warrants to determine if tran-
sit lanes are justi f ied.

If it is determined that transit lanes are justified, it
is then important to find some way of projecting the impact

of the transit lane on the transit system and to determine

where the transit lane should be located. This will be done

by observing the operation of buses on Portage Avenue, and

then incorporating this ínformation into a transit lane sim-

ulation model. The purpose of this model is to simulate the

operating conditions of a transit Iane h'ithout actually
implementing the scheme. This is done by eliminating the

effect of congestion on buses while keeping other variables

such as traffic light delay times and passenger loading

t imes constant.

Since the potential results of the with-flow lane and

contra-flow lane are different it is important to compare

the costs and benefits of each option. The two options

which will be explored in this practicum are curb lane with-
flow lanes and median lane contra-flow lanes.a The evalua-

tion of options will be determined by looking at the folIow-

ing factorsi travel time saviDgs, travel time regularity,

4 The term contra
run against the

flow lane refers Èo transit
general traffic flow.

lanes which
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capital costs, operating costs, impact on commuters in

adjacent Lanes, accessibility of bus stops, adaptability of

transit lane to accommodate different levels of bus routes

and response of municipal bureaucrats.

1.3 Svnopsis

The practicum wiIl flow from a general discussion of the

benefits of transit and the need for transit priority to a

gradually more site specific discussion of the ramifications

of implementing a transit lane on Portage Àvenue.

The second chapter will make a case for transit and look

at a few issues facing transit systems such as declining

revenues and rising costs. The relationship between automo-

biles and transit systems wilI also be addressed and it will

be determined if transit is a public service. Chapter Three

will look at the rationale for transit priority with special

attention being paid to exclusive transit lanes. As well,

the record of a few existing transit lanes will be looked at

to see how these lanes work in reality. Chapter Five wiII
introduce the study area, and assess the two options in the

context of the actual transportation conditions of Portage

Avenue. This will be done by simulating the effects of the

transit lane and estimating the effect of the transit lane

on transit operations. The sixth chapter wiIl summaríze the

findings of the research and recommendations arising from

the research will be made.
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1.4 Orientation

The practicum wiii ioliow a pro-transit. directionrthis

means essentially that transit is viewed as an important

municipal service and as such should be promoted. For the

most part, the practicum is limited to local transit

improvements and is very specific. WhiIe some of the metho-

dological steps could be transferred to other transit lane

schemes, for the most part Lhe research is very site specif-

ic.
The practicum is approached from both a social- science

and planning perspectives, and accordingly will look at both

the technical and social aspects of transit.
It is important to note that this practicum is being

undertaken in consultation with the Province of Manitoba,

Department Of Urban Àffairs, and is tailored to their needs.

Since this department"s involvement with such a project wiIl

take the form of complementary funding, the direction of

this practicum is more concerned with assesing the overall

costs and benefits of the project rather than focusing on

the actual implementation process.



Chapter II
INTRODUCTION TO TRANSIT SYSTEMS

The automobile society is the result of one-
dimensional thinking, leading to the belief that
the principle purpose of existence is not better
life but longer cars to move us greater distances
at higher speeds.

--Lewis Mumford

2.1 Introduction

Before any discussion of transit priority measures can

take place, the characteristics of transit service must

first be explored. This chapter will provide such an intro-

duction. The chapter v¡ilI examine the many aspects of tran-

sit service, such as the performance, iypes of service, and

demand for transit service. The second section wilI compare

transit service to the use of the automobile trying to

determine if transit is indeed a public service, and worthy

of some type of priority status over the automobile.

2.2 Recent Trends In Transit Operations

During the past few years many changes have taken place

in the transit industry. These changes have affected all

aspects of transit operations, including technology, type of

ownership, IeveI of ridership and financial viability.

7-
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Transit technology has evolved from the use of the omni-

bus in the '17th cenEury to state-of-the-art automaced iight

rapid transit, such as the system just opened in Vancouver.

Even with innovations such as this, the primary technology

used by transit systems is the diesel bus. In Canada, for

example, 80 percent or 10,398 of the 13,058 vehicles which

made up the 1983 Canadian urban transit fleet were buses.

This is up from the 52 percent or 3,933 out of 7,506 vehi-

cles of the 1950 fleet. l

The next most common form of transit vehicle is the heavy

rail vehicle followed by trolley coaches and light rail

vehicles. it is interesting to note that since 1955, when

heavy rail vehicles were introduced into the Canadian urban

transit f1eet, the number of vehicles has increased from 100

to 1 ,435. On the other hand both light rail vehicles (i.nvs)

and trolley coaches (electric powered buses) have declined

in number since 1955.2 This is due to the phasing out of

streetcars in every city with the exception of Toronto. It

must be noted however that since 1983, Edmonton, Calgary,

Vancouver and Mississauga have introduced LRV service.

Trolley coach service like LRV service has also declined.

I n 1 960 for example, there were 1 , 1 85 trolley coaches in

service while in 1983 the total had f allen to 649.3 Àga.in

Canadian Urban Transit Association, URBAN TRÀNSIT FÀCTS IN
CÀNADA 1984 EÐITION, Toronto: Canadian Urban lransit
Àssociation, 1984, p. 33

CUTÀ, URBAN TRANSIT FACTS IN CANADA, p.33

Ibid, p.33

2

o
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much of this reduction is due to transit systems phasing out

troiley coach service. Ir¡ fact only Toronto, Hamiiton,

Edmonton and Vanc'ouver stilI offer this type of service. In

the United States the motor bus is the most commonly used

type of transit vehicle, although the number of buses in

service has declined since the late 1940's.a

The trends in the size and composition of the Canadian

urban transit fleet reflect the ridership trends. In 1955

f.or exampì-e, there were 33 transit systems which served

urban areas with a combined population of 5,666,000. These

systems carried 1,395,671 passengers for a rides per capita

ratio of 246.32. By '1983 , 74 transit systems serving urban

areas with a combined population of 13,845,000 only carried

1,385,710 passengers. As a result the rides per capita

ratio has fal1en to 100.09.s

These ridership trends have resulted in severe finan-

cial difficulties for transit systems for as ridership has

been decreasing, the cost of providing this service have

been going up. The relationship between costs and revenues

is well illustrated by the revenue cost ratio. In 1950 this

ratio was 1.137 which meant revenues more than covered the

cost of providing the service. By 1983 however, the ratio

had fallen to only .534, only slightly more than 50 percent

of the cost of providing the service. This cost recovery is

Richard Soberman and Heather A. Hazard' CANADIAN TRANSIT
HANDBOOK, Toronto: University of Toronto-York University
Joint Program in Transportation, 1980, p.20

CUTÀ, URBAN TRANSIT FACTS IN CANADÀ, p.31
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of course subject to local conditions,as a result the recov-

eries rangeo f rom 23 percenE to 71 percerrt oi cost.s. 6

Ànother way of comparing revenues and costs is to look at

the relationship between revenues and expenses on a per

kilometer basis. Up until- 1970 the revenue per kilometre

was always higher than the cost of providing the service.

In 1971 the first year expenses exceeded revenues the dif-

ference between the two was only 4 cents per kilometre (60

cents versus 64 cents). By 1971 this gap had gror^¡n to 62

cents per kilometer (ll cents versus $1.33), while in 1983

the gap s¡as 91.07 ($1.30 versus $2.37).7

There are basicly two reasons t¡hy the costs of providing

transit service are nov¡ exceeding revenues. Firstly, the

cost of servicing the expanding suburban areas are much

higher than those incurred for inner city service. John

Sewell noted:

The effect of serving suburbia has been dramatic,
and in six short years (1970-1976), the TTC defi-
cit has jumped from nil to $56 million per year.
The deficit is a direct result of attempting to' provide transit service to the suburbs.s

Ànd, secondly, cost of providing this service is growi

faster than the costs for other services. The Institute

Traffic Engineers of the United States noted that:

CUTÀ, URBÀN TRANSIT FÀCTS IN CÀNÀDA, p.32

Ibid, p. 29

John Sewell, "The Suburbs" in CITY MAGAZINE,
Number 6, January 1977, Þ.45

ng

of

6

7

Volume 2,
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the full cost of operating a vehicle mile of tran-
sit service rose over twice as rapidly as did both
the iuil cosc of driving an auco and the consumer
price index nationwide.s

This helps to explain the frnancial constraints transit

systems must operate under. It has been determined that

transit prices are inelastic, which essentially means that

drastic increase in fares v¡iI1 result in a reduction of rid-

ership, which of course adds to the cost per ride. Às a

result transit systems are under pressure to keep their

costs to a minimum while maintaining present service levels.

Transit has been recognized as a public service, as a result

government has become involved in its operation, directly

through municipal ownership, and indirectly through govern-

ment subsidies. Às a result, all major transit operations

are municipally owned, and seven out of ten provinces subsi-

dize urban transit systems.

2.3 Transit Technoloqies

The precedeing section looked at transit in general

terms, and the trends reflect the performance of all transit
systems regardless of r.node. Soberman and Hazard in the

CÀNADIAN TRANSIT HANDBOOK stated that, "transit modes can be

classified according to their technologies, basically a set

of physical attributes that describe the supporting vray (or

guideway), vehicles and power supply."1o

9 John BaeTwald, TRÀNSPORTÀTION AND TRÀFFIC
HÀNDBOOK, Englewood CIiffs: Prentice Hall Inc
245

ENGINEERING
., 1976, p.
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There are basically five modes of transit vehicles: motor

buses, troiley coacires, iight raii vehicles, heavy raii

vehicles, and commuter rail vehicles. Of these technolo-

gies, only motor buses are used in Winnipeg.

There are many different types of buses which can be

used. Winnipeg Transit operates both 40 foot buses, with a

capacity of lOO persons (sitting and standing) and 30 foot

buses which have a capacity of 70 persons (sitting and

standing).

Motor buses of course operate on the Same road system aS

do automobites and trucks. There are both advantages and

disadvantages associated with such a System. Trevor Price

of the University of Windsor stated that:

"The bus will continue to be a significant main-
stay of any transit network because it has flexi-
bility and relatively low capital investment. It
does not need its own right-of-way or costly sta-
tions. " 11

The flexibility of buses as noted by Professor Price is

perhaps one of the most important attributes of a bus sys-

tem. Un]ike fixed systems, bus routes can easily be rnodi-

fied to adapt to any change in demand. This view v¡as shared

by Christian G. Kling who stated that, bus transit's advan-

tages over other forms of transit is "if a planning error in

assesing or forecasting route demand is made, the bus route

can easily be changed. Needless to saY, this is not the

11

Hazard and Soberman, CANÀDIÀN TRÀNSIT HANDBOOK, p.53

J. ÀIex Murray, MASS TRANSIT: THE URBAN CRISIS OF NORTH

AMERICÀ, Windsór: Canadian American Seminar, 1976 p. 259

to
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case once mass transit lines are constructed. " 1 2

T'he iact that buses share the sante r ight-of -way wi tl¡ oth-

er vehicles is also a disadvantage, âS the bus is continual-

Iy hampered by congestion. This congestion which slows down

the buses, affects the regularity of service, which can of

course af fect patronage.

2.4 Tvpes Of Service

Soberman and Hazard further qualified their classifica-

tion of transit operations. They recognized that within any

transit technology, different types of service can be pro-

vided. The type of service relates to "such variables as

frequency of service, hours of operation, stop separation'

and route structure. " I 3 Based on this criteria there are

basicalj-y two types of bus service, express and locaI. How-

ever, before one can look at the characteristics of these

types of services it is important first to address and

define the above variables, and to determine how they affect

servlce.

The first variable

refers to the amount

point. The headway is

tors such as patronage

vehicle speed. In

, frequency of service or headway,

of time between each bus at a given

of course affected by many other fac-

, type of vehicle, performance, and

most economic ventures, demand will

12

13

Christian G. KIing,
PROSPECTS, New York:

Soberman and Hazard,

URBAN TRANSPORTÀTION, PROBLEMS ÀND
Vantage Press , 1976, p. 64

CANÄDIAN TRANSIT HANDBOOK, P. 53
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determine supply. However transit is recognized as a public

service, and in order to provioe this service strict supply

and demand theory does not always applyr âS many uneconomic

routes are maintained. r a

In most cases there are two sets of basic service head-

v¡ays for a given routef one for peak commuting periods and

one for off-peak. The headway is an important consideration

when one is choosing mode of travel. Boris Pushkarev noted

this importance:

peak hour headways longer than 6 minutes are
deemed by operators to be unacceptable to the pas-
senger in more than 90 percent of the cases, and
thoãe longer than 7.5 minutes in all cases.rs

While headways are not particularly a problem for those

who plan their trips and know the schedule, they are a prob-

Iem for those who take spontaneous trips, and do not consult

the schedule. This problem is vrorse in the non peak periods

when the headways are always longer. Pushkarev again noted:

"a 7.5 minute headway during the peak may trans-
late into a 15-20 minute headway in midday or eve-
ning hours. This is not an attractive service for
spontaneous, walk-in traff ic. 1 6

A bus system with a proper length headway can help to

provide a welt balanced transit system. In this case bal-

ance means a system which is not overcrowded or empty.

14

15

16

The reasons why transit is
be discussed later in the

Boris S. Pushkarev, URBAN
Indiana Un j-versity Press,

Ibid, p.55

seen as a public service will
chapter.

RAIL IN AMERICA, Bloomington:
1982, p. 55
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The hours of operation vary with the system. In Winni-

peg, for example the buses operaEe from approximately 6:00

a.m. to 1:00 or 2:00 a.m.

Stop separation refers to the distance between bus stops.

According to the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ffg) t¡re

minimum distance between stops should be between 122 and 243

metres in the CBD for local bus service and 152 to 304

metres for express services. Outside the CBD these spacings

are generally increases to between 152 and 243 metres for

Iocal, and 1,216 and 9,120 metres for express bus service.lT

Às expected, the spacing of bus stops directly affects

the travel time of transit vehicles, as more stops increase

the travel times of the buses. A recent study by winnipeg

Transit revealed that travel time in the peak periods is

increased by 1 3 seconds for every bus stop located along

i ts routes. 1 I

Stop separation also has an effect on patronage as most

people are only willing to v¡a1k short distances to the bus

stop. The cANÀDrÁ¡¡ tReHSIT HANDBOOK noted:

it can be assumed that 50 percent of all transit
users will walk less than 150 metres and that only
a very few will walk more than 600 metres.ls

17

18

t9

Baerwald,
HÃNDBOOK,

I nterview
Winnipeg,

Soberman

TRANSPORTATION
p. 220

with Peter Hague,
Winnipeg Manitoba,

and Hazard, CANAÐIÀN

ÀND TRAFFTC ENGI NEERI NG

Transit Department, City of
3 January 1985.

TRÀNSIT HANDBOOK, p. 125
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As a result it is evident that the spacing of bus stops

not only aifects the speeds obtained by transit vehicles,

but also effects the level of patronage by noncaptive rid-
ers.2o

The first type of service, as earlier noted is referred

as locaL routes. The I.T.E. defines local bus routes as

Lows:

Local routes operate along the surface of city
streets with stops spaced approximately one or two
blocks apart and serving entirely within one urban
area local- routes usually provi.de the
basic and preponderant transit service in an urban
area. 2 1

Local routes usually carry out a number of functions in a

transit system. They are used both as feeder or line haul

routes. À feeder route, is service which runs through a

residential neighborhood, picks up passengers and deposits

them at transfer points where the patrons can then transfer
to line haul routes that carry the patrons along major

arterial streets to the CBD. Since some people only make

short trips along arterial- streets, local services is also

offered along these routes to provide more locaI service

than express service offers.
The second form of bus routes is the limited stop or

express routes. These types of routes are used on longer

routes to help shorten the travel times. In most cases this

20

21

The term
t ran spor ta

Baerwald,
HÀNDBOOK,

captive rider refers
t ion opt ion .

TRANSPORTATION AND
p. 227

to those with no other

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
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service compl-ements IocaI service, So both levels of service

are offered.

The ITE defines limited and express routes as follows:

limited stop service usually involves operation
along city streets with stops mainly at major
transfer points beyond the CBD. Express service
involves even faster operation with fewer stops
than timited service. 22

This level of service is provided to ensure the fastest

possible service between two points (in most caSes between

the suburbs and the CBD). By shortening the travel time it

is hoped that more riders will be attracted, while making

the operat ion more ef f ic ient .

2.5 Demand Characteristics

Demand for transit service varies on a monthly, daily and

hourly basis. As a result, transit schedules often mirror

these variations in demand, and different l-evels of service

are of fered in response to these fluctuations. À'n analysis

of seven transit operations in the CANÀDIAN TRÀNSIT HANDBOOK

indicates that these variations are common to aIl systems'

and are relatively consistent one with another. On a month-

Iy basis the winter months usually have the highest transit

demand with the demand declining steadily from March to

August, and then again rising as the weather becomes cold-

er. 2 3

22

23

Ibid, p.227

Canadian Urban Transit Assoc
tion Àssociation of Canada,
(2nd ed), Toronto: CUTA and

, and Roads and Transporta-
CÀNÀDIAN TRANSIT HANDBOOK

RTAP, 1985, p. 4-24.
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On a daily basis, the demand for transit is fairly stable

during the week, with any increase in demand taking piace on

Fridays. There is a substantial reduction in demand for

transit service on the weekends, because of the lower number

of work trips.
Hourly, there is quite a variation in the demand for

transit, and this again is the result of hours of employ-

ment. The CANADIAN TRÀNSIT HÀNDBOOK states that trips to
4 Àsawork account for 43 percent of all urban travel. 2

resul-t demand peaks in two commuting periods, usually 7:00

to 9:00 and 15:00 to 17:00. In these periods the demand is

such that, "capacity must be provided for as much as four or

five times the average demand rate. " 2 5 To iltustrate this
demand a comparison of vehicles operating in peak and non

peak hours is useful. In 1982, 10,560 vehicles operated in

the peak periods in Canadian cities, compared to 4,742 vehi-

cles in the non peak hours. In cities, the size of Winnipeg

the difference is 2,084 buses in service in the peak to

1,001 in the non peak hours.26 What this means to the tran-
sit system is that essentially half of the fleet sits idle
for most of the day. In terms of Iabour it means that most

of the drivers must work some sort of spJ-it shift in order

to handle the peak demand ridership.

24 Ibid,
2s rbid,
26 rbid,

4-22

4-22

3-8

p.

p.

p.
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Transit demand is also affected by more personal factors

such as iocation of home and worir, income, ê9€, and oisabii-
ity. In many cases transit is not a feasable mode of travel
due to distance from routes, while automobile flows are

fairly egually distributed throughout the street system

reflecting the flexible nature of the automobile. The same

however, can not be said for transit demand. Þlost transit
demand is for trips in and out of the CBD, as a resuft the

roucing reflects this fact. If one is to make a trip that

does not foIlow this general pattern, it is more difficult
and time consuming to use transit. This f act vras well

illustrated in a study of national commuting patterns in the

United States undertaken by Guest and Chuett. They found

thaL work trips from the suburbs to the CBD had a transit
work trip mode split of 11 percent,while the mode split for
work trips within the suburbs v¡as only 1.8 percent.2T

Às level of service often mirrors demand, it means that

service between points in the suburbs is often minimal. Às

a result, the automobile is often used for trips of this
nature.

Income, a9ê, and disability often determine if a person

is a "captive" or a "non captive" rider. À non captive rid-
er is one who'has the use of an automobile but chooses for
whatever reason to utilize transit. On the other handra

captive rider is one who must use transit as he or she can-

27 A. M. Guest
Ridership Usi
Vol. 30, No.1

and C. Chuett
ng 1970 Census
, January 1976,

, "Ànalysis of Mass Transit
Data, " TRÀFFIC QUÀRTERLY,p. 150
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In general, a majority

of transit users are captive riders. This is well iìIus-

trated by the makeup of transit patrons in both Pittsburgh

and Chicago. In these cities it vras estimated that 85 per-

cent of transit patrons in Pittsburgh and 65 percent of

patrons in Chicago either had no drivers license or no auto-

mobiIe.2e The effect of income on transit ridership is dra-

matic, âs income is usually a determining factor in ability
to own an automobile. À comparison of modal split by income

for Mississauga Transit in 1977 revealed that 63.6 percent

of all trips by transit were made by persons from a family

with a household income of less than $5,000 per year,while

for families with an income over $40,000 a year the leve]

vras only 1 .6 percent. 2 s

Age and disability have obvious effects on patronage as

some people are unable to obtain a drivers license. In Man-

itoba, f.or example persons under 16 years of age are unable

to obtain a drivers license. As well, many eJ.derly persons

are unable to safely operate a motor vehicle.

Physicat disabilities can effect patronage two vrays. In

some cases persons with severe ambulatory disabilities are

unable to ride transit because they have no access to it.

In some cases these persons are offered some type of paral-

lel service. Persons not severely enough disabled to uti-

John B. Rae, THE ROAD ÀND THE CAR IN AMERICAN LIFE, Cam-
bridge: The MIT Press, 1971, p.215

CUTA NTÀP, CÀNADIAN TRANSIT HANDBOOK p. 4-30

28

29
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Lize this service, but too disabled to operate a motor

vehicle are obiiged Eo use transit as a means of mobi.lity.

The difference between "captive" and "non-captive" riders
is important to note as any increase in patronage will often

have to come from the latter as captive riders for the most

part already util-ize transit.

2,6 Transit Versus The Àutomobile

It has become apparent that the increasing number of

automobiles in our cities has created many problems. For

many years, the automobile was seen as positive force in the

city, but, this view is changing. Ronald Fisher of the

National League of Cities stated that "only recently has the

United States recognized that the automobile is strangling
its cities and that something must be done to relieve the

situation."30 This sentiment although shared be others, has

not diminished the popularity of the automobile.3r

Not all people involved with urban transportation share

the view that automobiles are stifling our cities. Wilfred

Owen for one believes that automobiles perform a very valua-

ble service. He stated :

cities and automobiles are not in conflict, but
are methods of achieving the same human purposes.
They both contribute to man's freedom and to his

30

5t

National League of Cities,
ENVIRONMENT, Washington: U.

TRANSPORTATTON AND THE URBÀN
S. Department of Transporta-

tion , 1979, p. 5

This dilemrna vras the theme of a Organization For Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECO) Conferance in July
1979.
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freedom of choice. " 3 2

2,6.1 Benef its Of The Àutomobile

There are many benefits for the individual associated

with the use of the automobile, and it is a combination of

these benefits that makes the automobile so attractive. A

1973 survey of German commuters determined why a majority of

commuters use automobil-es rather than transit. Terence Ben-

dixson summarized their responses:

they said (the motorists) they knew that buses,
trains, and undergrounds were cheaper and safer
than cars but they also thought them to be noisi-
êtr, dirtier, slower and to offer less freedom of
action and less comfort.33

2,6.1.1 ConvenÍence

The first factor is convenience, as noted earlier, buses run

along particular routes, and for the most part, these routes

do not correspond to the exact trip required. The result

is a walk to and from the bus stop at each end of the jour-

ñêy, while in some cases a transfer from one vehicle to

another is needed. The automobile on the other hand offers
virtual door-to-door service.

Wilfred Owen, THE ACCESSIBLE CITY, Washington: The Brook-
ings Institute, 1972, p.2

Terence Bendixson, INSTEAÐ OF CÀRS, London: Temple Smith
Ltd. , 1974, p. 14

32

óó
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2.6.1.2 Passenger Comfort

The second benei ic rel-ates to passenger comf ort and veh j.-

cle design. Automobiles are consumer items, and many con-

tain comforts such as adjustable seating, radio, heat, and

air conditioning. Buses, orì the other hand are built to be

functional. The result is seats (when available) tt¡at are

relatively uncomfortable, and a ride that is not as comfor-

table.

2.6.1 .3 Flexibility
The third benefit deals with the freedom or flexibility

of the automobil-e. With an auto one can travel any time and

not be restricted by a schedul-e. As weIl, one can travel to

virtually any destination. wilfred Owen wrote:

À car is a means of escaping the city, of finding
a home where land is less costly, and of expand-
ing the opportunity to find a job.to

From this perspective it appears the automobile not only

expands freedom of travel but freedom of choice as well for

the location of housing, workplace, and recreation.

2.6.1 .4 Privacy

The fourth advantage of the automobile is the privacy it
gives the commuter. It is commonly believed that individu-

aIs possess a psychological need for personal space. The

autornobile caters to this need as one can travel in a rela-

tiveJ-y private wor1d. The same is not true for public tran-

sit. At some times, especially during peak periods, transit

34 Owen, THE ACCESSIBLE CITY, p. 6
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discourages ridership.
The fact that automobiles

people place a high value on

mode of travel.
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. As a result some patrons are

imity to others. This over-

efficient for the operators,

are so popular suggests that

these benefits when choosing a

2.6.2 Benef its Of Transit

The precedeing sections have shown that automobiles offer

the individual a high level of service. It has also been

determined that transit operations are expensive and often

require a form of government subsidization. This section

will illustrate that even in light of these facts, transit
provides an important service in our cities, and warrants

governmental support. There are basically six benefits

associated with transit service: alleviation of traffic

congestion, mobility and access for those without automo-

biles, energy efficiency of transit vehicles, environmental

factors, Iand-use considerations, and highway safety. Each

of these factors will be addressed in turn.

2.6.2.1 ÀIleviation Of Traffic Congestion

All inhabitants of a large city have experienced some

form of traffic congestion. A major cause of congestion is

the inefficient nature of the automobiie. One lane of a

city street has a capacity of 600 vehicles per hour. Even
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with a average vehicular occupancy of 2 persons (which is

above the average for rnost cities) this lane oniy carries

1 ,200 commuters per hour. 3 s r f that same lane however, was

only utilized by 60 buses, the capacity of the lane wouLd

rise to between 3,720 and 4,500 commuters an hour.36

Às a result, the use of transit by commuters lessens the

number of automobiles on the road and helps to alLeviate

congestion. A study undertaken by the Toronto Transit Com-

mission determined that each bus in its system replaced 188

cars each day, and that without the transit system an addi-

tional 30,000 cars woul-d be on the roads each day in Metro-

politan Toronto.3T There are many costs associated with

congestion, not only to the individual, but to society as

well-. Increased usage affects the financial costs of both

automobile anC t-ransit users, but in different ways. This

difference is outlined by Kling who stated:

a transit system is a decreasing cost system. Às
you add riders, it becomes cheaper to operate. In
contrast the private auto is an increasing cost
system. As you add riders, it costs more to oper-
ate the system.38

In other words, âs the number of automobiles increases

the response of urban government is to expand the street

system, thereby increasing the capacity of the roadway. The

costs of accomodating these automobiles is enormous. Hans

Kling,

r bid,

CUTÀ,

r bid,

URBAN TRÀNSPORTATION PROBLEMS ÀND PROSPECTS p. 49

p. 49

URBÀN TRANSIT FÀCTS Ili CÀNÀDA,p. 69

p. 46

35

36

37
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Blumenfeld in an essay on transportation noted that "a capi-

tal investment oi $25,û00 is required to enabie one addi-

tional commuter car to come to downtown Washington Ð.C."3e

He then added that it was likely that these costs would be

the same in other urban areas. This concept of putting a

cost on congestion was shared by Wilfred Owen who wrote that

"every motorist driving into the central business district
of New York during rush hours in 1972 was costing the city

$500 a year."4o This of course does not take into account

the frustrations and time loss associated with traffic con-

gestion. In response to these frustrations Àda Louise Hux-

tabl-e v¡rote:

îo survive in Manhattan, so goes the advice, make
no crosstown trips at lunchtime, no appointments
before 1 1 or after 3, no subway trips except in
non peak hours, and no friendships beyond walking
di stance. a 1

While one may not have to be as cautious in many Canadian

ciLies, there is no doubL one takes traffic conditions into
consideration when planning a trip in any urban centre.

The congestion caused by automobiles provides a serious

problem for transit systems as transit is locked into its
route, and cannot change routes when a particular roadway is
congested.

3s Hans Blumenfeld, THE MODERN METROPOLIS, Cambridge: MIT
PRESS, 1972, p. 140

40 Owen, TRANSPORTÀTION FOR CITIES, P. 34

41 Àda Louise Huxtable, "In New York, A Losing Battle" NEw
YORK TIMES, December 30, 1969, p. 18
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2 .6 .2 .2 Mobi 1í ty
The second iactor, mobility, is essenliaiiy a social con-

sideration. A good transit system not only provides the

commuter a choice of modes in the case of non-captive riders

but also gives the captive riders a greater choice of area

of residence or work. Good transit service al-lows these

people to live in areas that would otherwise be inaccessi-

ble.
Many Canadians do not have access to an automobile for

private use. In 198'1 the Canadian Urban Transit Association

(CUta) estimated that 20 percent of urban households in Can-

ada do not own automobiles.a2 In Europe, the figure is even

higher, with the carless figure in 1974 being between 40 and

60 percenta 3

The problem is compounded, when one real-izes that even in

a household with an autornobile, the use of a car is not

always possible. It was estimated in 1975 that 47 percent

of the population of the United States did not possess driv-

ers licenses.4a ÀIso, the increasing number of two working

households with only one car means one may have to use tran-

sit. Even with statistics such as this it is hard to deter-

mine the real level of need. À good measure is the compari-

son oî. work trip data. In Winnipeg, a study undertaken by

the City of Winnipeg Streets and Transportation Department

CÀNADA, p. 5

)1
!J. rI

FOR ÀLL, p. 104

42 CUTA, URBÀN TRÀNSIT FÀCTS IN

Bendixson, INSTEÀÐ OF CARS,

Schaeffer and ScIar' ÀCCESS

43

44
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in 1981 determined that 58.3 percent of the daily work trips

were maoe by persons who were transit captive.as this sta-

tistic realIy illustrates the need for good transit service,

as without it these people would be forced to either relo-

cate closer to their place of employment or quit their jobs

altogether.

2.6.2.3 Energy Efficiency
The third advantage of transit relates to energy consump-

tion. The concern over the finite nature of the world's

petroleum supplies is a fairly recent phenomenon. It was

not until the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OpeC) imposed an oil embargo on western countries in 1973

that energy conservation became an important issue. Trans-

portation systems are a very heavy user of petroleum. In

1982 it vras estimated that transportation uses accounted for

25 percent of all energy consumed in the united States.a6

In a comparison of automobiles and transit vehicles it Ì{as

found that a well utilized transit system is much more ener-

gy efficient than automobiles. A 1 981 CUTÀ study backed up

this assessment. The study determined that it took 4,311

British Thermal Units (stus) per passenger kilometre to move

1.3 persons in a automobile, while only 542 BTUs per passen-

City of Winnipeg, TRAFFIC ZONE ÀTLAS 1 981 , Winnipeg:
Streets ano Transportation Department, 1984, p. V

Wilbur S. Smith, "The Energy Crisis Today: À Perspective,
in URBAN TRANSPORTATION PERSPECTIVES AND PROBLEMS,editor
Herbert S. Levinson, Westport: Eno Foundation For Trans-
portation, 1982, p.80

45
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ger kilometre were needed to move 40 persons in a bus.a7

rn Eerms of actuai gasoiine consumption, CUTÀ made an

interesting observat ion :

Transit systems carry 15% of. all persons travel-
ling to and from work yet used less than 2% of all
diesel fuel consumed in Canada. Had these trips
by transit been made by automobiles, an additional
6.1 million barrels of petroleum would have been
requi red. a 8

It ís obvious Lhat the use of transit by commuters plays an

important part in producing Iarge gasoline savings on a

national basis. Às well, it must be noted that as gasoline

prices rise the financ ial benefit to the individual wiIl

also increase.

2.6.2.4 Air Quality
The fourth benefit of transit is the reduction in air

pollution associated with reduced automobile use. The cost

of automobile emmisions to the individual and to society as

a whole is hard to determine.

to property from air pollution

ed at $11 billion per year.

attributed to the automobile.ae

One estimate had the damage

in the United States estimat-

Of this total 60 percent vlas

From a loca1 perspective it

vras determined by The Citizens For C1ean Àir in New York

City that "the added social cost per vehicle entering the

city are estimated at $2.00 per day or $730 per year."so It

47 curÀ,
48 rbid,
4 s owen,

so coMP,

URBAN TRANSIT FÀCTS, p.6

p.5

lHE ACCESSIBLE CITY, p.46

MUNICIPÀL PERFORMÀNCE REPORT, Volume 1, Number 6,
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must be noted that it is difficult to measure accuratly the

long Èerm effects of air pollucion not only to one's healtil

but to the environment as well. As a result any estimation

of ihe costs of air pollution must be viewed as being con-

servative. À comparison of the emissions per passenger mile

for buses and automobiles vras carried out by CUTA in 1981.

This study noted that, "transit buses produce 1/6 the amount

of nitrogen oxides, and 1/12 the amount of carbon monox-

ides. " s 1

2.6.2.5 Land-Use

The fifth benefit of transit is the reduction in the need

for transportation infrastructure such as roads and parking

garages. Às stated earlier, the traditional response of

municipal governments to roadway congestion has been to

expand the road system. Às weIl, more automobiles commuting

to the central business district translates into demand fo.t

more parking garages. The result is central business dis-

tricts dominated by asphalt. Terence Bendixson recognized

this fact and compared the percentages of land uses in the

downtowns of nine United States cities. The results of this

study showed that the percentage of streets and parking land

use ranged from 35 percent in Chattanooga to 59 percent in

Los Angeles. s 2

5l

52

1975, p.20

CUTÀ, URBAN

Bendixson,

TRAI.ISIT FACTS IN CAI.IAÐ¡^,

INSTEAD OF CARS, p.36

P.8
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There are of course costs associated with high automobile

usage in cities. Firstiy, there is the cost of constructing

and maintaining the street system which can put a strain on

municipal government finances. Secondly, Vâluab1e urban

Iand which must be used for roads or parking is either not

taxed in the case of roads or under-taxed in the case of

garages. This under utilization of valuable land is appar-

ent when one considers that it has been estimated that an

automobile parked in downtown Toronto is occupying $30,000

to $40 , 000 worth of land. s s

The promotion of transit on the other hand can actually

help the municipal government's financial and land-use plan-

ning. In larger centres for example it was found that the

construction of rapid transit lines has lead to development

in these corriCors. These corridors could nov¡ be developed

to a greater extent aS they were noh' accessible to more peo-

ple. À good illustration of this is the Yonge Street subway

line in Toronto Às a result of this line it was found that:

From 1952-62, 90% of. all office construction in
the city took place in the Yonge Street corridor.
In the same period, tax revenues in districts
adjacent to the Yonge Street subway increased 45%
in the downtown and 107% in areas further north
compared to 25% for the rest of the city.s4

Àlthough smaller centres can not contemplate such outlays

for transit, it is stilt felt that providing good transit

service can have positive land-use effects. For example,

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS, P"26

CANADÀ,, P.6

53

54

Kling, URBÀN

CUTA, URBAN

TRÀNSPORTATI ON ,

TRÀNSIT FACTS IN
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transit service can be a good tool for directing development

to particular areaS. Às weII, transit service oriented to

the downtown can influence people Lo utilize the downtown

and keep the downtown vibrant.

2.7 Conclusion

It has been shown that buses are still the most common

form of transiL vehicle in service today. The fact buses

share the roadways with automobiles can be víewed in either

a positive or negative way. Operating on the roadway gives

buses a degree of flexibility unattainable by other modes of

transi t vehicles. This greater flexibility does not come

without costs however. The growth in the use of automobiles

over the last 30 years has resulted in greater congestion on

our roads. ThiS congestion has effected the performance of

buses which in turn has made buses less attractive,resulting

in declining ridership l-evels.

Transit provides a valuable public Service, as such the

use of Lransit should be promoted and consideration given to

modifying the environment buses operate in. The next chap-

ter will investigate one way in which the operating environ-

ment of buses can be improved through the use of exclusive

transit Ianes.



3.1 Introduction
The need for transit priority measures stems from the

fact transit vehicles are more efficient moverS of commut-

ers, and accordingly deserve Some type of priority over the

automobile. Exclusive transit Ianes are one form that tran-

sit priority can take.

This chapter will look at the rationale, costs and ben-

efits, and examples of both with-flow and contra-flow tran-

sit lanes. It is important to remember that buses and auto-

mobiles share the roadwayr âS such the relationship between

these two modes must be noted. This relationship is best

investigated two ways. The first method is to look at mini-

mum lane utilization warrants. These r¡arrants are used to

determine if the level of transit ridership is high enough

High performance urban
Iike toitets. TheY work
you don't try to shove
one time. 1

Chapter III

EXCLUSI\TE TRANSIT LANES

.j.F. Kain and M.
PROBLEM, Cambridge:

104

expressr¡ays are verY much
perfectly fine as long as
too much through them at

--Martin Wohl

I J.R. Meyer,
TRÀNSPORTÀTION
Press, 1965, P.

Wohl, THE URBAN
Harvard University
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to justify the closing of a lane to general traffic.

3.2 Rationale For Transit Prioritv
The rationale for transit priority measures is based on

the premise that buses can more efficiently carry commuters

and deserve special privileges. R. w. Bowes, the Chief

Transportation Planning Engineer for Deleuw Cather Canada

stated "the competition for the limited roadspace in the CBD

is very keen. There are many legitimate users, but priority
must be assigned. " 2

The view that buses are efficient movers of commuters is
not a new idea. In 1950 for example, Francis Turner of the

U.S. Bureau of PubIic Roads stated that:
The transit vehicle, while it is moving, is a much
more efficient user of street space than a private
car and the improvement of the transit system
stands high in the work to be done for the relief
of traffic congestion.3

The idea that buses deserve some sort of priority over the

automobile was the basis of a study undertaken by the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization. In the study, the committee

noted that good transit service is seen by many as a right,
and that congestion on our roadways is slowing the buses and

making them less effective.a

J. ÀIex Murray (ed.), Mass Transit: THE URBAN CRISTS OF
NORTH AMERICA, Windsor: Canadian American Seminar, 1976,
p. 228

3 Francis Turner, "Moving People On Urban Highways" in URBAN
TRANSPORTÀTION PERSPECTIVES AND PROBLEMS, eds. Herbert S.
Levinson and Robert S. Weani, Westport: Eno Foundation
For Transportation Inc., 1982, p.203
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This view seems to raise a valid point that the rationale

for priority should not be based soIeIy on economics and

that other considerations such as increasing the capacity of

the roadway or, encouraging automobile userS to use transit

should be considered. The idea of transit priority repre-

sents a shift from traditional traffic engineering which

looked aL traffic flow in terms of vehicles rather than peo-

ple. Àriel Alexander and christian Avernous of the oEcD

environment committee noted this trend and stated that:

The new management-oriented urban transportation
policies are aimed at encouraging people in the
city to make more efficient use of vehicles and
infiastructure; emphasis is changed from moving
vehicles to moving people."5

Views such as this are becoming more common. In the updated

CANADIAN TRÀNSIT HÀNDBOOK, CUTÀ and RTAP noted that:

because buses normally carry more people than oth-
er vehicles in relation to their use of road
space, the efficiency of the transportation system
as a whole can often be improved by giving buses
priority over other vehicles tor the use of limit-
ed roadspacê. t'6

NÀTO Committee on the Challenges of Modern SocietY, "Bus
Priority Systems," in URBÀN TRANSPORTÀTION PERSPECTIVES
AND PROSPECTS, eds. Herbert S. Levinson and Robert À
Weant. Wesport: Eno Foundation For Transportation, Inc. '1982, p. 289

ÀrieI Alexander and Christian Àvernous. Innovative Man-
agement of Urban Transport For a Better Environment" in
fneHSpOnTATION AND THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT, €d. National
League of Cities, Washington: U. S. Department of
Transportation, 1979, p. 29

CUTA and RTAP, CANÀDIAN TRANSIT HANDBOOK (2nd ed), p. 12-1
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Francis Turner in a paper on priority measures recalled

an incident that took place while he v¡as the U. S. Federal

Highway Àdministrator. In this case an evaluation of a pro-

posed transit lane was undertaken in his department. The

eval-uaLor determined the bus lane would be an inefficient

use of roadspace as 67 percent of the peak hour vehicles

v¡ere automobiles and less than 15 percent buses. However a

later anatysis revealed that based on people, the breakdown

was 15 percent carried by automobile and 82 percent by bus.7

This clearly illustrated the problems associated with look-

ing at traffic problems in terms of vehicles rather than

people.

3.3 Types of Transit Prioritv Measures

The CÀNADIAN TRÀNSIT HÀNDBOOK separated transit priority

measures into four classes, "movement priority, bypass pri-

ority, exemption and special handling, and signal system

priority. "

Movement priority measures are designed to eliminate the

conflict between automobiles and transit that is caused by

congestion. The method rnost commonly used is to give tran-

sit exclusive use of a lane, or a portion of the lane.

These transit lanes take primarily two forms. with-flow

lanes, which run in the same direction as the normal traffic

fÌow. These lanes could conceivably by located in any 1ane,

although for the most part they are are located in the curb

7 Francis Turner, "Moving Peop1e On Urban Highways", p. 206
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unloading.
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convenient for passenger loading and

The second form of exclusive transit lane is the contra-

flow lane. These transit lanes run against the normal traf-

f ic f low. CommonJ-y contra-f lov¡ lanes are located on one-v¡ay

streets, and are usuaily provided in response to demand, or

where one-way Streets create routing problems. The second

situation where contra-fIow Ianes are applicable is where

the traffic flov¡ along a roadway is unbalanced'

Other forms of movement priority are exclusive busways

and bus only streets.

The second class of transit priority is by-pass priority.

This form of priority is used in cases where the congestion

is limited to specific points. This form of priority can

take the form of exclusive lanes on approaches to intersec-

tions, tunnels or toll booths. The second form of by-pass

priority are bus only gates.. These devices are designed to

prohibit automobile passage while allowing transit access'

The third form of priority are exemptions and special

handling. This refers to legislated privileges such as

stopping, turning or merging where otherwise prohibited.

The fourth class is signal system priority. There are

basically two types of signal system priority. The first is

the bus activated signal. In this System the buses are

linked electronically to the traffic signal systetn, and the

signal is either activated automatically or manually' The
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to green, ot the

green signal is extended so ihe bus can move chrougir the

intersect ion unimPeded. The second form is the PreemPtion

of the traffic signal. In this case the traffic signal pat-

tern is altered to better suit transit speeds'

While all of these methods have been used with success in

various urban areas the only priority methods that will be

investigated will be contra-fIow and with-flow exclusive

transit Ianes.

3.4 Rationale For Exclusive Transit Lanes

A 1976 study by the Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECO) stated that the underlying

reason for introducing bus lanes "iS due to the implicit

recognition of the different operating characteristics of

each type of transport".s This is to say that buses, unlike

a strict timetable, therefore if

it not only affects those buses,

but the entire system.

What then are the benefits of transit lanes? fhe most

noticeable benefit is the relatively low cost of implementa-

tion. The costs are usually restricted to things such as,

signs, traff ic restricters, and public information. The

course vary with the IocaIe. A 1977 study undertak-

M. Dillon revealed that the coSE per kilometre of

private automobiles, run on

one route is slowed down,

costs

en by

of

M.

I ogcP Research
Organization
1976, p. 11

Group. BUS
For Economic

LANES AND BUSWÀY SYSTEMS, Parls:
Co-operat ion and DeveloPrnent '
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vrith-flow transit lanes ranged from ç2,337 per kilometre in

Sc. Louis to fi24,107 per kilometre in ArlingEon, while in

Canada an examination of transit lane schemes in Toronto

show their costs to be $9,803 per kilometre.s

The economic benefits extend far beyond the low start-up

costs. The goal of transit lanes is to remove impediments

from the lane So the speed of transit vehicles can increase.

By doing so a number of benefits can be achieved. Pushkarev

in his book URBAN RÀIL IN ÀMERICÀ recognized the importance

of increased vehicle speeds, he stated:

Vehicle speed is of decisive importance in transit
operations. UnIike increasing space and service
frequency, which necessitate higher costs both to
the passenger and to the operator. For the pas-
senger, travel time is reducedi for the operator,
fewer vehicles and fewer employees are needed as
vehicles turn around faster. lo

For example, if a trip takes 50 minutes, and there is a

headway of 6 minutes, 10 buses will be needed to service the

route. However, if vehicle speeds are increased, and the

travel tirne is lowered to 30 minutes, only 5 buses would be

needed to serve the route. Not only would the capital cost

of 5 buses be saved, but more importantly the operating

costs associated with these 5 buses would be eliminated. A

1982 study by the TTC determined that the elimination of a

bus during the rush hour can save approximately $60r000 in

operating costs per year as well as a capital cost saving of

sM. M.
OPTIONS,
1978, p.

1o Boris S

Dillon, NON CAPITÀL
Winnipeg: Winnipeg

92-96.

. Pushkarev, URBAN RAIL

INTENSIVE TRANSPORTATION
Development PIan Review,

IN AMERICÀ, p. 57
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$130,000. À bus reduction all day will result in a saving

of $90,0Cr0 in annuai operating costs plus the same saving of

$1 30,000 in capital costs. 1 1

The removal of impediments from the roadway not only

results in increased vehicle speeds, but aÌso regulates the

bus speeds. J.J. Bakker in an address to the Canadian Urban

Transit Àssociation noted that:
the greatest benefit that an exclusive transit
lane has is that the speed of transit operation
becomes predictabfe, which means that the reli-
ability of the schedule can be assessed the
reliability of bus travel time will be greatly
irnproved with the result that schedules become
reliable, which, in turn will mean shorter waiting
times at the bus stopstt .12

This is especially true in a climate like winnipeg, âs long

waits at the bus stop in frigid weather can affect patron-

age. It must be noted that greater regularity of travel

times has implications for the success of the recently ini-

tiated Telebus system as wel1.

The introduction of a transit lane al-so has the effect of

increasing practical capacity of the roadway without the

high cost of construction. For example, the practical

capacity of a lane of an arterial street is 600 automobiles.

Àt an average occupancy of 1.19 (winnipeg average) ttris

works out to 714 persons per hour. On the other hand, this

IBI Group, RESERVED TRÀNSIT VEHICLE LANES ÀND OTHER
TRÀNSIT PRIORITY MEÀSURES, Toronto: Toronto Transit Com-
mission, 1982 p. 20 with bus prices now running close to
$200,000 the capital cost savings are even greater.

J. J. Bakker, RUBLIC TRANSIT RIGHT-OF-WAY, Calgary: Pre-
pared For the 1974 Ànnual Meeting of the Canadian Urban
Transit Association, 1974 p. 2 and p. 5

11

12
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same lane could carry 180 buses per hour each with a loading

standard of 60 passengers which works out to 10,800 passen-

gers per hour. While this leveL of bus service is higher

than that attained on most streets, iL does help to illus-
trate the effect of transit on roadway capacities. l3

The advantage of. transit lanes lies in the potential for

increased vehicle speeds, which in turn affects, the effi-
ciency of transit operations, the capacity of the roadway,

and if the time savings is deemed by the public to be sub-

stantial, ân increase in transit patronage.

There are, of course some disadvantages associated with

transit lanes. One problem is related to enforcement. In

order to be effective, the l-anes must be free of other traf-
fic. In some cases extra policing is needed to keep the

lane c1ear. For example, in Ottawa during the introductory
period for its transit lanes, one officer ï¡as needed per

block to keep others out of the transit lane. This period

is short however, and in Ottawa this high profile "resulted
in excellent recognition and obedience of the new bus lane

regulations by the driving public. " 1 4 Due to this
patrols were allowed to return to normal levels with only

few violations occurring.

13 The lane capacity of 600 automobiles or 180 buses per
hour came from the rBI Group, RESERVED VEHICLE LANES ÀND
OTHER TRÀNSIT PRIORITY MEÀSURES, P.23

14 M. M. Dil-lon Ltd., EVALUATTON OF EXCLUSTVE BUS LÀNE
OPERATION CENTRAL OTTAWA, Ottawa: M. M. Dillon Ltd.,
1974, p. 17

,

a
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Another potential problem l-ies with vehicles turning on

and otf the roaOway. As far äS private access point.s äre

concerned, it Seems to have Iimited effect on the operation

of the transit lanes. In 1974 l'4. M. Dillon undertook a

study evaluating the bus lanes in Ottawa. They found that

"no significant problems have been experienced with major

driveways and there seems no reason to fear that any will

develop in future. " 1 5 Regarding intersect ions, other than

banning right turns, there are really few alternatives. In

many cases the bus lanes are ended before the intersection,

so right turning vehicles are allowed in the curb lane. In

Paris, the authorities installed 2 ttaffic lights. One

traffic Iight waS for the transit lane, whiJ-e the other was

for the remaining lanes. The first light would go green'

thus allowing transit vehicles priority though the intersec-

tion. The second light would then turn green, allowing the

rest of the traffic through the intersection, as well as

right turning vehicles.

The extra congestion in the other lanes after implemen-

tation has also been cited as a potential problem. If no

automobile users switch to transit after implementation, the

Same number of automobiles have one fewer lane to travel in.

In some cases this congestion will spread to paralleI

routes. As a result travel times for the automobile users

must be monitored to determine if the time saving enjoyed

by transit users compensates for the time loss suffered by

1s ibid, p. 16
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the automobiles. It must be noted that any extra congestion

coulo have the posicive impact of makirrg t.ransit. iook more

attractive, and result in higher patronage for the transit
system. Dietrich Sperling, a member of the German Bundestag

stated that transit lanes;

not only speeds the buses but motivates motorists
caught in traffic jams, watchíng the buses speed
by them, to reconsider their transit mode and
of ten decide next tirne take the bus16

It ís difficult to measure the effect on patronage of

this psychological effect of seeing buses move through con-

gested areas unimpeded, but the effect still seems real-.

3.5 with Flow Transit Lanes

with flow exclusive transit lanes have ben defined by M.

M. Di llon as:

traffic lanes reserved for use by buses and other
high occupancy vehicles where the vehicles contin-
ue to operate in the same direction as the normaÌ
traff ic flow. " 1 7

As mentioned before, these lanes could conceivably be locat-
ed in any Iane, but due to passenger loading and unloading

patterns the most popular choice appears to be the curb

lane.

16 Neal Pierce, "Urban Transport Today: À Global View "in
TRÀNSPORTÀTION ÀND THE URBÀN ENVIRONMENT, National League
of Cities (ed), I^lashington: U. S. Department of Trans-
portation, 1979, p. 6

17 M. M. Di1lon Ltd, NON-CAPrTÀL TNTENSIVE TRANSPORTÀTION
OPTION, p. 64
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There are a number of criteria that must be met before a

transic lane can be considered. For a curbside transiL lane

the Institute of Traffic Engineers identified 4 criteria
that must be met bef ore a l-ane is warranted:

o À curb transit lane is to be used only during those

hours when curb access to abutting property is prohibit-
ed.

The minimum transit lane volume should be 60 transit
vehicles per peak hour per transit lane, or 400 vehicles

per 12-hour period.

The v¡idth of the roadway must be sufficient for at least

two l-anes of travel in addition to the transit lane in
the same direction.

o During the peak hour, the number of transit passengers

should be at least 50 percent greater that the number of

people in all other vehicles on the street. 1 I

It would seem however, that the above standards are viewed by

most systems as being too restrictive, as a result most systems

have formulated their own criteria. Regarding the first criteri-
on most transit lanes are not exclusive as turning vehicles are

allowed in the lane. Às a result, although the terms exclusive

or reserved are commonly used when referring to the lanes, this
is not necessarily the case. R. M. Topp, Assistant Director of

Planning for the Toronto Transit Commission (trC) in an address

to the Canadian Transit Association in 1973 stated that "the gen-

1 8 John E. Baerwald,
ton: Institute of

TRÀFFIC ENGINEERING HÀNDBOOK, Washing-
Traffii Engineers, 1965, p. 567
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eral term reserved bus lane is not an absolute or exclusive

rigi-rt, but in praclise, simpiy gets across to the public that the

transit passenger is to be given a definite priority."ts Às a

result, both Ottawa and Toronto have provisions in their traffic
codes which permits "private vehicles to util
lane within 150 feet of their point of access.

tze
Ir2O

the reserved

This provi-

sion, seems more realistic, âs any limitations placed on resi-
dents or businesses along the route could easily lead to opposi-

tion to the plan. The I. T. E. minimum standard of 60 buses per

hour for the transit lane is also very restrictive. Both Toronto

and Ottawa use 20 buses per hour as a guideline, while Paris uses

15 buses per hour. The Province of Ontario, has used a minimum

standard of 30 buses per hour for transit lanes schemes they plan

to subsidize.2l These seem much more realistic, as very few cor-

ridors see flows of 60 buses per hour.

the I.T.E. width standard appears to be fairly widely accept-

êd, with most authorities seeing this as a minimum standard.

This standard, however could be linked to lane utilization. If a

curb-Iane is not being utilized, there is no reason not to imple-

ment a transit lane.

rs R. M. Topp, RESERVED BUS LANES Ottawa: An Address to The
AnnuaI Meeting of the Canadian Transit Association, 1973,
p.5

S. Case and J. H. Kearns, RESERVED TRANSIT LANES, Toron-
to: Report of the Transportation Committee, the Munici-
pality of Metropolitan Toronto, May 14, 1975, p. 6

Province of Ontario, PROVINCIÀL SUPPORT FOR
IMPLEMENTÀTION OF RESERVED BUS LANES, Toronto: Govern-
ment of Ontario, Management Committee, 1978, p. 12

20

21



The fourth standard, also seems to be acceptable,

agaín depends on local conoit.ions. The ItsI Group

produced for the TTC stated that:
Exclusive high occupancy vehicle lanes should
sidered only if an overall increase in person
capacity of the corridor will result, or if a
cant time saving for the existing user of that
would resulL."22
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although it
in a document

be con-
carrying
signifi-
corridor

It seems an acceptable standard is, when transit carries as

may people as each lane of automobiles, a transit lane is v¡ar-

ranted. For example, the City of Baltimore has included in its
traffic code a clause to this effect, which states:

When the number of transit riders carried in one lane
in a particuLar artery equals the number of occupants
in automobiles in an adjoining traffic lane, the bus(or transit rider) is entitled to the exclusive use of
ihe first Ianert.23

This view is shared by the u. s. federal government. Francis

Turner, the former Federal Highway Àdministrator noted that:
The Bureau of Public Roads takes the position that such
reservation (bus lane) is reasonable if the usage by
bus passengers exceeds the number of persons that would
normaily be moved in the same period in passenger
cars. 2 4

This warrant is consistent with the rationale of transit pri-
ority resting on the efficient movement of people rather than

vehicles

IBI GToup, RESERVED TRÀNSIT VEHICLE LÀNES AND OTHER
TRANSIT PRTORITY MEASURES, p. 23

Ibid, p. 24

Turner, "Moving People On Urban Highways," p. 203

22

¿ó

24
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The above warrants, are of course general, and warrants for

specific schemes must take into account local corrdit.ions. The

NÀTO Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society stated in its
report "Bus Priority Systems" that:

So far, few countries have specified official warrants
for with-flow lanesi most leave the matter to be decid-
ed by the local authorities concerned. In any case, it
would be undesireable tc specify rigid warrants: they
should be sufficiently flexible to permit adaptation to
the local conditions. 2s

Às a result these general guidelines must be put into the

Ioca1 context and take into account community goals and values.

How these general principles of priority and minimum warrants

have been applied in local situatj.ons wiII be explored in the

next section.

3.5 Examoles Of f¡ith-Flow Transit Lanes

Exclusive transit lanes have been implemented in many

different locations with varying degrees of success. Às

stated earlier, the success or failure of a transit lane

depends on many loca1 factors. Às such the results from

other areas must be viewed in this light.

3.6. 1 Ottara

Ottawa, a city much Lhe same size as Winnipeg, has a

local government thaL is committed to providing good transit
service. This commitrnent is illustrated by a clause in its
official plan which sLates that council:

25 NATO Committee on The Challenges of Modern Society, "Bus
Priority Systems," p. 291
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v¡iI1 give precedence to public transit and/or
commuter services over all forms of road construc-
tion or road wioenings. 2 6

In the downtown area transit lanes are located on Àlbert

and Slater streets, a pair of east-west one-way streets.

Both streets have fairly heavy transit traffic with leve1s

of 31 to 52 buses using the streets in the À.M. peak hour,

and 18-43 in the P.M. peak hour. The length of transit
lane on these streets is relatively shortr âs they are only

1.3 kilometres 1ong.27

On ÀIbert Street, which runs in a westerly direction,
both transit vehicles and automobiles enjoyed an increase in

running speeds. The running speeds of transit vehicles

increased 1.9 percent in the À. M. peak and 33.7 percent in

the P.M. peak. 2 I However, the overall travel times

increased at the same time. This delay problem can be seen

in a positive light however, âs the delays were entirely due

to increased loading times as a result of higher patronage.

The increase in the running speeds of the automobiles was

probably due to a lack of interference by the buses, ês they

no longer had to stray out of the curb lane to pass slow

moving or stopped vehicles. This increase of operating

speeds had the effect of increasing the traffic volumes of

27

Ottawa Carleton Regional Transit Commission, STRATEGIES
PLAN ÀND FINÀNCIÀL FORECAST, Ottawa: Ottawa Carleton
Regional Transit Commission , 1984, p. I
M. M. Dil1on Ltd., EVALUATION OF EXCLUSIVE BUS LANE
OPERÀTION CENTRÀL OTTAWA, Ottawa: M.M. Ðillon Ltd., 1972,
p. 15

I bid, p. 16

26

28
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the roadway.

On Slater Screet the transit vehicies errjoyed increaseo

running speeds of 19 to 32 percent, while running speeds for

other vehicles for the most part decreased. For transit

vehicles an overall time saving of 16.2 percent in the 4.1"1.

peak and 14.4 percent in the P.M. peak vtere achieved.2e

The third transit lane in Ottawa is located on Rideau

Street, which is a major arterial street. The lane is

located between Sussex Drive and Cobourg Street, a length of

1.6 kilometres. It is important to note that the eastern

section (.9 kilometre) is a two-way four lane roadway, while

the western section is two-way six Iane roadway. In the

peak hours between 41 and 95 buses travel along the route in

an eastbound direction, and 37 to 112 in a westbound direc-

tion.3o
On the eastern section of Rideau, transit vehicles

experienced an increase in running speed of between 6 and

30 percent wesLbound, and between 3.2 and 6.1 percent east-

bound. This worked out to an average increase of 1.6 kilo-

meter per hour (npU). The running speeds of the other vehi-

cles increased for eastbound vehicles between 16.1 and 48.7

percent (S.Z and 1'1 KPH) while f or westbound vehicles the

average overall speed decreased from 1.8 to 15.5 percent.3l

r bid,

r bid,

rbid,

29

30

p.2
p.4
p.83l . 1 and 8.2
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On the western section both eastbound and westbound buses

experienced increases in aver'age overall speed. The

increases ranged from a 2.8 KPH (34.2 percent) increase for
westbound buses in the À.M. peak to a .35 KPH (2.9 percent)

increase for eastbound traffic also in the À.M. peak.s2 Às

vras the case in the eastern section, there was no signifi-
cant change in the traffic volumes, with the changes ranging

from an 11.6 percent increase in westbound traffic in the

P.M. peak to a 5.4 percent decrease in westbound traffic in

the A.M. peak. 3 3

The transit Ianes on alI three streets have been judged

favourablly. Overall 374 passenger hours per day have been

saved. À 1974 consuLtants report by M. M. Dillon stated

that "the bus lanes have been an outstanding successrt.34

3.6.2 Toronto

The Toronto Transit.Commission (ftC) tras introduced a

number of transit lanes on a trial basis, and there have

been both successes and failures. The first transit lane

was established in 1971 on Eglinton Àvenue. Eglinton Avenue

was a 5 lane, Z-way roadway with the centre lane.reserved

for left hand turns in both directions. At the time of

implementation there were 20 buses per hour using this
route. The plan was to eliminate the centre turning lane,

32

a?

34

I bid,

rbid,
I bid,

p. 7.1

p. 7.3

p. '15

and 7 .2
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and to turn the eastbound curb lane into a transit lane.

The lane s¡as to run between Bathhurst a¡rd Yonge Streets in

the À.M. peak and between Yonge Street and Brentcliffe road

in the P.M. peak.

The result of the experiment v¡as an increase of .8 KPH in

the average travel speed, for a time saving of 35 seconds.3s

WhiIe this does not seem significant, the real benefit came

from improvement in schedule adherence for the affected

routes. It was during this trial period that a survey of

the passengers v¡as conducted. Of those surveyed, 85 percent

felt the transit lane helped to improve the regularity of

transit service. Às weIl, many of those surveyed felt that

the decrease in travel time was in excess of I minutes

(actual 35 seconds).

dents felt that the

Às a result 90 percent of the respon-

transit lane should be retained on a

permanent basis. 3

The effect of the transit lane on other traffic was mini-

maI, with the travel times of the other vehicles, âs well as

the traffic volumes only changing sIight1y. Às a result the

TTC recommended on February 9, 1973 that the transit lane be

retained on a permanent basis, and a review be carried out

to determine the suitability of other streets for such meas-

ures. On the basis of this recommendation the Metropolitan

Council in April 1974 approved the implementation of transit

35

36

J. H. Kea
( Toronto:
p.6

I bid, p. 4

rns, "Reserved Buslanes
Toronto Transit Commission,

Eglinton Àvenue",
February 8, 1973)
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lanes on a number of streets on a trial basis.

Of the t rans i t ianes impiementeo at tirat t ime , periraps

the most successful was the Pape Àvenue transit lane: Àn

evaluation by the Transportation Committee of Metropolitan

Toronto reported that:
The Pape Àvenue reserved bus lanes are functioning
extremely well from a transit standpoint, and as
expected, there has been IittIe deterioration in
the general quaLity of service for private vehicle
users. Prior to the introduction of the reserved
Ianes, the curb Ianes vtere usually pre-empted by
either the high frequency of bus travel- or by
parked vehicles. Consequently, little change in
the private vehicle operation has been observed
af tei f ormal designat ion of the curb l-anes. 3 7

Às a result of this increased efficiencyr SâVings of one

bus on the Thornecliffe Park route, and one bus on the Lea-

side bus route were achieved. The financial savings associ-

ated with the elimination of these 2 buses v¡as approximately

$80,000 (1975

The transit
$) annuaIIy.tt

lane on York Mills Road has also achieved

. H. Kearns, "Reserved Transit Lanes",
t of the Transportation Committee, Metro-
May 14, 19751 , p. 5

savings for the TTC. Bus LraveI times decreased by 14 per-

a 27 percent increase incent, and this in turn lead to

ridership. If not for the transit 1ane, one more bus would

have been required to accomrnodate this growth. The savings

due to this rescheduling vtas approximately $80'000 in

1975.3e

37

38

S. Cass, and J
Toronto: Repor
politan Toronto,

Ibid, p.5
3s tbid, p. 4
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Unfortunately, these benefits were not shared by the oth-

er road users. For exampie, travel speeds íor other users

declined by 7 percent. This in turn lead to a 9 percent

reduction in traffic volumes, which resulted in an I percent

reduction in the number of persons travelling over the test
zone.40 While the TTC was in favour of retaining the lane,

the Metropolitan Toronto Roads and Transportation Department

opposed such a move, and the operation of the transit lane

was discontinued.

The Wiison Àvenue transit lane trial was also not viewed

as a success. ÀIthough transit vehicles saved 40 seconds

per trip, there v¡as no corresponding increase in patronage.

Journey times by automobile increased an average 64 seconds

per trip. The net result was a 16 percent reduction in

traffic volumes along the route.al The time savings experi-

enced by transit vehicles vlas not viewed as significant
enough to justify the continuance of the lane. This illus-
trates the importance of the warrants discussed earlier in

the section, and that if a transit lane does not expand the

practical capacity of the roadway it is not warranted from a

traffic engineering standpoint.

40

Ã1

Ibid, p.

S. Cass
Report
Toronto,

6

and J. H. Kearns,
of the Transportat
November 12, 1975,

"Reserved Bus Lanes", Toronto:
ion Committee, Metropolitan

fJ. .)
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3.6.3 Paris

The City of Paris'use of exciusive transit lar¡es as a

method of giving transit priority has grown considerably in

the last 10 years. In 1973 there were only 13.5 kilometres

of transit lanes in Paris, by 1985 there were over 100. In

order for a route to be eligible for a transit lane, 2 cri-
teria must be met. First, there has to be a bus flow of at

least 15 buses per hour, and secondly, one-vray streets must

be at least 3 lanes wide, while two-way streets must be at

least I lanes wide. a 2

The record of some of the lanes have been quite impres-

sive, êlthough problems do exist. In the first few years,

passenger traffic was up 20 percent on routes using transit
lanes compared to 11 percent for the rest of the system. Às

was the case with the Toronto and Ottawa examples, buses

were better able to maintain scheduled times. The lost ser-

vice kilometres due to mis.sed runs, for example decreased 60

percent, while the late hours accumulated decreased by 37

percent. a 3

The problems associated with the lanes are guite similar
to those experienced by North American transit lanes.

Enforcement, for one is a problem, âs in some cases only 15

buses per hour use the lanes and cars .do stray into the

Ianes. Pedestrian safety has also been cited as a problem,

Interview with Kent Smith, Ðepartment
Province of Manitoba, winnipeg Manitoba

IBI Groups RESERVED TRÀNSIT VEHICLE
TRANSIT PRIORITY MEASURES, p. B-2

of Urban Àffairs,
, 2 August '1985

LÀNES AND OTHER
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especially when contra-flow bus lanes were operated. Final-
ly there is uìre problem with access to shops. To heip

alleviate this problem loading and unloading by delivery

vehicles is allowed in the curb lane from 8:00 A.M. to 1:00

P.M. These problems have limited the success of the transit
Ianes, and the time savings have not been as significant as

they might have been.

3.6.4 DubIin

In Dublin a one week experiment was carried out on a 2

kilometre stretch of a major arLerial street leading to the

CBD. The hours of operation of the bus lane was 8:00 to

9:30 À.M. During this period 12,500 persons commute over

the route (3,200 by automobile). As well as the transit
Ianes, fares were lowered slightIy, and 30 additional buses

were added to the route (to bring the total up to 171).44

The results of this test confirm the results from other

centres. The average bus speeds increased frorn 11 to 15

KPH. In terms of travel time this increase in speed result-
ed in the time being reduced from 10.6 to 8.4 minutes, a

saving of 2.2 minutes or 20.8 percent.as Às weII, the regu-

larity of service improved. Before the test 54 percent of

transit vehicles operated within scheduled headways, during

the test however, over 71 percent did so. The travel time

44

45

OECD Group,
RESTRATNT OF
105

Ibid, p. 106

TECHNIOUES OF
ROÄD TRAFFTC,

IMPROVING URBAN CONDITIONS
Paris: OECD Group, 1973,

BY
p.



for private traffic increased 26 percent. The result lras

13.1 percent increase in patronage, as weil as a reducti

in private vehicle traffic.a6

56

a

on

3.6.5 Rome

In 1970 and 1971

streets in Rome. I

OECD of ten Rome bus

the i r total- route in
illustrates how the

locaI conditions.

numerous bus Ianes were implemented on

n 1973 a study was carried out for the

routes that have at l-east 30 percent of

bus lanes. The results of this survey

increase in running speeds vary with

Of the ten bus routes the variations in

speeds ranged from I percenL (14.2 to '15.4 KpH) to 35 per-

cent (11.2 to 15.2 KPH) .47 This shows the difficulty of

trying to predict the change in speed.

A second benefit associated with the Rome bus lanes vras

an increase in weekly receipts which of course suggests an

increase in patronage. On these routes the increase in

receipts ranged from 1 .2 to 1 6. 1 percent. a I

TBI GTOupI RESERVED TRANSIT VEHICLE LANES AND OTHER
TRANSIT PRIORITY MEÀSURES, p. B-9

F. Cecila, "How To Improve Urban traffic Conditions By
Restraining Private Traffic" in TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVING
URBAN CONDITIONS BY RESTRÀINT OF ROAD TRÀFFIC, OECD (ed),
Paris: OECD,1973, p.36

I bid, p. 36

4b

47

48
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3.6.6 Àrlinqton Viroinia
In January 1974 a 5.6 Kiiometre transit iane on ?IiIson

Boulevard and a 7.2 Kilometre lane on Àrlington Boulevard

were opened. The resul-ts from both these lanes were consis-

tent with each other. On both these routes 40 buses used

the lanes in the peak periods. In both cases a 5 minute

time saving was achieved per trip.as
The reason these examples are worth noting is that the

savings were achieved in spite of right turning vehicles

being allowed in the lane. Às a result this example should

be noted when considering the excl-usive nature of a transit
lane.

3.6.7 London

The results of transit lanes in London are worth mention-

ing, not because of great complexities, but because of the

sirnplicity of the schemes. Most of the transit lanes in
London are less than 914 metres in length. This is due to

the results of a study that determined "50 percent of the

total delays were caused on 10 percent of the intersection

approaches. "5o In light of this it vras f elt that a f ew

short transit Ianes positioned on the approaches to congest-

ed intersections would free the buses from this congestion.

It was estimated that:

49 M. M.
OPTIONS

P. W.
Company

Dillon Ltd, NON-CÀPITAL INTENSIVE TRÀNSPORTATION
, P. 93

Daniels, MOVEMENT IN CITIES, London: Methuen and
Ltd., 1980, p. 277

50
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i f 1 percent of the bus net,,¡ork in inner London
were operated in bus lanes during the morning peak
it wouid cure i0 percent of the tocal problem at
that time of day; 2-3 percent coverage would cure
over 30 percent of the problern.51

This sj.tuation is important to keep in mind as it illus-
trates the need to determine where the congestion occurs.

In a situaLion such as this, the utility of a transit lane

along the entire length of the route would have been mini-

maI.

3.7 Contra-Flo¡r Transit Lanes

Contra-fl-ow transit lanes as defined by M. M. Dillon are:

lanes reserved for use by buses and/or other high
occupancy vehicles where these vehicles continue
to travel in a direction opposite to that of the
normal traf f ic flow. s 2

As stated earlier these Ìanes are used either on one-lray

streets to provide improved transit service, or on two-way

streets with a traffic flow inbalance. For the purposes of

this study, only the latter will be investigated as it is
the only option that is applicable to the study area.

Contra-flow lanes are always located in the median lane.

This allows buses fairly easy access when crossing over from

the general traffic flow to the transit lane.

In the literature littIe difference is made between

contra-flow and with- flow lanes, âs a result it would be

safe to assume that the warrants for contra-flow lanes would

51

52

ibid, p. 277

M. M. Dillon Ltd,
OPTIONS, p. 69

NON CÀPITÀL INTENSIVE TRÀNSPORTÀTION



be similar to the warrants

ever, due to the obvious

must be made.
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used for with- flow lanes. How-

dif ferences, some rnodif ications

The transit lane must of course be exclusive, due to

obvious reasons of safety. This, of course differs from the

with-flow 1ane. It is important to note that contra-flow

lanes unlike with-flow lanes are self enforc ing and it is

difficult for any other traffic to wander into the lane.

There is no reason to change the rninimum bus volume v¡ar-

rant, although if the traffic flow is unbalanced even a Low-

er standard could be used as it would be displacing a rela-
tively light traffic flow in that lane.

The minimum v¡idth warrant is similar, al-though it now

applies to the opposite lanes. M. M. Dillon stated that

"roadways where contra-flow lanes are to be implemented

shoul-d be at least six lanes wide. " s 3 Thi s alIows f or at

least two lanes to operate in the opposite direction, or one

lane if a buffer lane is to be used.

The relationship between bus riders versus automobile

commuters is also difficult to determine. with contra-flow

Ianes the importance of the ratio of drivers in lanes adja-

cent to the bus lane running with the general traffic is not

of upmost importance, as the contra-flow bus lane is not

displacing any of these vehicles. The irnportance relation-

ship in this case is the number of bus passengers versus the

number of displaced drivers running in the opposite direc-

s3 rbid, p. 69
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tion. This again shows the importance of having a unbal-

anced trafiic flow before contemplaring a corìLra-fiow lane.

As well as there being minor differances in minimum lane

utilization warrants, there are also some advantages and

disadvantages of contra- flow lanes as opposed to with-flow

Ianes.

The main advantage is

the peak direction is

fairly simple, ôs the capacity in
increased. With-flow lanes also

increase the capacity, but not to the same degree. In fact

implementation of a contra-flow lane has the effect of

increasing the real capacity of the roadway without any high

construction costs. There are a few major disadvantages of

contra-flow lanes as opposed to with-flow lanes. Firstly,

there are operating costs associated with these lanes, that

are not involved with with-fIow lane operation. This is due

to the need for some sort of lane dividers which must be

used to separate the buses from the opposite traffic flow.

The most common method of lane division involves the placing

and removal of cones before and after the peak period. The

costs of this can become quite high. rn 1978 M. M. Dillon

Ltd. estimated the cost to "vary from $7|500 kn/yr to

$500 ,OOO/kn/yr.5 4

A second problem relates to the provision of intermediate

stations and the problems associated with them. If stations

are placed in the median (if applicable) there is a capital

cost associated with providing these structures. There are

s4 Ibid, p. 71
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also problems associated with having the riders cross the

traf f ic to reach ihe bus stops. Periraps the gr'eatest prob-

lem would be caused by having different levels of service

using the l-ane. In such cases local buses would be stopping

at aLl stops. Express buses which by-pass these stops would

either have to stop, (which is inefficient), pass (which is

dangerous), or not use the lane (which makes the lane under

utilized).
The next section will look at the resu]ts from contra-

flow schemes implemented in Ottawa, Miami, San Francisco,

and New York.

3.8 Examoles Of ConÈra-Flos Transit Lanes

Contra-f1ow transit lanes, that run along two-way streets
are not as common as wiLh flow lanes. There are a few exam-

ples however that

contra-f l-ow l-anes .

illustrate the costs and benefits of

?.8.1 Ottawa

The Ottawa River Parkway is a 9.6 Kilometre, four lane

divided roadway which links the CBD to the west end of Ott.a-

wa. The Parkway was opened in 1967 although transit vehi-

cles vrere not allowed on it until 1970. In 1974, the idea

of implementing contra-fIow transit lanes along 7.2 kilome-

tres of the roadway was developed by the National Capital

Commission, O.C. Transpo, and the Ottawa Carleton Traffic
Engineer ing Department . The sysiem vras opened on March 4,
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1974.s5

The pr i or i uy system i s made up of tlro componeni s . Tìre

first, is the reservation of the two lanes on the Parkway

thal run counter to the dominant traffic flow, f.or exclusive

use by transit in the peak periods. The second component is

a by-pass ramp at the Parkway Portage Bridge. The Contra-

flow lanes are in operation on the outbound lanes in the

morning (6:30-9:30 À.M. ) and on the inbound lanes in the

afternoon (3:30-6:30 P.M. ). Before each period of operation

2 federal government 3 man crews close down the Parkway to

general traffic, and, OC Transpo provides staff to operate

the manned barriers. The implementation of the contra-flors

Ianes was justified by the fact 57 buses use the Parkway in

the peak hours. s 6

The results of the lanes have been clouded as four events

took place in March and Àpril of 1974 which influenced the

performance of the transit system. The events were:

o Ottawa River Parkway Contra-flow lanes opened

o The Federal Government initiated a variable work hour

program which affected 35,000 of the 70,000 central- area

employees (ttris program had employees arrive and leave

work at differenL times, thus lowering the peak traffic
demand).

. OC Transpo expanded its service

Deleuw Cather
LANES, Ottawa:

I bid, p. 17

55

56

LId., OTTÀWA RIVER
Transport Canada,

PARKWAY CONTRA_FLOW BUS
1979, p. 3
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foro Federal Government employees

pari<ing priviiegessT

Às a result, âDY change in mode

could not be directlY Iinked to

bus lane.

In 1975, however, a strike bY

ees resulted in the abandonment

for the duration of the strike.

b1e to compare transit performance

had to start Paylng

select ion, or congestion

the implementation of the

Federal Government emPloY-

of the contra-flow sYstem

As a result, it v¡as Possi-

with and without the pri-

ority measures.

In terms of travel time reduction, the lane and ramp

accounted for a time saving of 4 minutes for A.M. eastbound

transit vehicles (a reduction of 20 percent) and 5.6 minutes

for P.M. westbound transit vehicles (a reduction of 30 per-

cent).ss This eliminated the need for four buses, with a

total saving of 7.32 bus hours in the À.M. peak period.ss

However, due to the high operating costs of contra-flow

Ianes it was Oetermined by a 1979 report of the lanes that

"the annual savings to the Transit CommiSsion are in the

order of the annual costs of providing the system.6o Even

though the implementation of the contra-flow lanes has not

been a financial Success transit usage in the corridor has

i nc rea sed . As a result, from the perspective of transit

57 rbid,
58 rbid,
se rbid,
6o rbid,

p. 19

p. 37

p.40
p. 41



Ianes as a means of increasing transit patronage,

scheme can be viewed as successful.

64

thi s

3.8.2 Miami

The Florida Departrnent of Transportation undertook a dem-

onstration project in 1974 that introduced both a contra-

flow bus lane and a with-flow car pool Iane to a 6.6 kilome-

tre stretch of the South Dixie Highway leading to the Miami

central business district. Às a result of these measures,

peak period bus ridership increased by more than 400 per-

cent, Às weII, the users of these lanes saved on average I
to 9 minutes, while automobile users in the other Ianes

experienced a 15 minute time loss.61 Overall, the highway

carried 2t400 , more persons during the hours of operation
(7-9 À.M. and 4-6 P.M. ) in 350 f ewer vehicles.

After the 9 month trial period the contra-flow lanes vrere

eliminated due to economic considerations. It was found

that the operating costs of the contra-fIow lane were

$62,000 per month, most of which was for manually placing

the lane dividers each morning and evening.u'

61

62

ÀIan Àltshuler,
bridge: The MIT

M. M. Dillon,
OPTIONS, p. 106

THE URBAN TRÀNSPORTATION
Press, 1979 p. 352

NON CAPITÀL INTENSIVE

SYSTEM, Cam-

TRANSPORTATION
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3.8.3 San Francisco

The Caiifornia Department of Transporcation has impie-

mented a number of transit priority measures in the Bay

Àrea. One of these schemes is a 6.4 kilometre contra-flow

transit lane on U.S. 101. This transit Iane which oPerates

only in the P.l'í. peak period is located on two of four

southbound lanes. One of the lanes is reserved for transit

vehicles, while the other acts as a buffer lane.

Àlthough the fane is only in operation from 4-6:30 P.M.,

the lanes have to be closed f rom 2-8:00 P.M. to aI]ow f or

the laying of cones to separate the contra-flow from the

general traf f ic lanes. Às of 1982, '1 00 buses used the lane

dai1y.53

Although the buses saved up to 1 0 minutes over their pre-

vious travel times, the real benefit of the lane is associ-

ated with the greater dependability of travel times. Leo-

nard Newman of the California Department of Transportation

noted that:
buses do not normally save time relative to autos
but they enjoy a dependable ride since !h.y are
unaffecled by congeslion caused by an incident in
the normal flow lanes.6a

These improvements have resulted in a small increase in

patronage for transit vehicles using this route.

63 Leonard Newman, "BuS CarpoOl Freeway LaneS In San Fran-
cisc ATea'' in URBAN TRÀNSPORTÀTION PERSPECTIVES AND

PROSPECTS, Herbert S. Levinson (ed)' Westport: Eno Foun-
dation For Transporiation, 1982, p- 208

64 rbid, p. 209
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The initial implementation cost of the project was

$250,000 while the operating cost in 1976 was $5,000 per

month. 6 s

3.8.4 Ne¡r York

In 1970 a contra-flow transit lane v¡as implemented on the

approach to the Lincoln Tunnel on Highway I-495. The High-

way is a six lane divided highway that links l"lanhattan and

New Jersey. From 7:30 to 9:30 À.M. the outbound median lane

is converted into a contra-flow transit lane.66

The lane is separated from the general traffic flow by

manually placed plastic cones and electronic changeable mes-

sage signs. During the two hour peak periods "12,500 vehi-

cles use f our inbound tunnel- lanes - 9300 cars, '1 100 trucks,

1 550 buses and 550 semitrailers . buses account for

12% of the vehicles using the tunnel, but carry 80% of. the

commuters. 6 7

The benefits of the lane are felt by both transit and

automobile users, âs, the three general traffic Ianes now

move faster due to the removal of buses from these lanes.

Buses have also been able to operate more efficiently and

now save 15 minutes over their previous travel times. This

6s M. M. Dillon,
OPTIONS, p. 73

NON CÀPITAL INTENSIVE TRANSPORTÀTION

66 U.S. Department of. Transportation, URBÀN CORRIDOR
DEMONSTRÀTION PROJECT, Washington: Urban Mass Transpor-
tation Administration, 1974, g. 3

67 Organization For Economic Cooperation and DeveJ.opment,
TECHNIQUES OF IMPROVING URBÀN CONDITIONS BY RESTRAINT OF
ROÀD TRÀFFIC, p. 82
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time saving is credited with helping to produce a 6 percent

increase in patronage along this route .6I

The costs of the lane are quite high, however as it cost

$700,000 to implement this scheme, and $200,000 per year to

operate it (1979 estimate).6s

In light of these costs, the Metropolitan Transit Author-

ity of New York, in response to a 1971 questionnaire noted

that in terms of degree of Success this lane could only be

rated as a "stand-oft".7o

3.9 Conclusion

The Success or failure of any transit lane scheme is very

dependant on improvements in operating speeds and the corre-

sponding reduction in travel times. WhiIe the minimum lane

utilization warrants help the transportation planner deter-

mine if transit lanes are applicable, they do not guarantee

a successful operation. This is especially true when one

notes the high operating costs of contra-flow lanes, which

can easily make a scheme uneconomicaL.

The examples contain a good cross section of both suc-

cesses and failures, and again illustrate that no two corri-

dors are the Same, and before a lane is implemented the

CÀPITAL INTENSTVE TRANSPORTÀTION68
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Chapter IV

CASE STTTÐY: EI{CLUSIVE TRÀNSIT LANE, PORTAGE

AVENT'E

The ultimate benefit and criterion of a good
transportation system is not saving of time but
enrichment of choice, not how fast you get there
but what you can find at the end of a trip of a
given length. Transportation planning and city
planning are noL two different things but two
sides of the same coin. r

Hans Blumenfeld

4.1 IntroducÈion

Before any detailed analysis of a transit priority scheme

can be made, the environment in which these buses operate

must be investigated. The three components that will be

catalogued are, the general performance of Winnipeg Transit,
as well as the traffic conditions and the leve1 of transit
service in the study area.

Àfter the present transportation conditions have been

invest igated, the appl icabi 1 i ty of both wi th-f low and

contra-flow transit lanes will be looked at.

1 Blumenfeld, THE MODERN METROPOLIS, p.140
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4.2 Introduction To gtinnípeo Transit

The City of -vùinnipeg with a popuiation in i9B1 of 586,000

is one of the largest cities of Canada to have a bus-only

transit system. In 1984 Winnipeg Transit operated "a fleet

of 535 diesel buses and 13 Handi-Transit buses (for the

physically oisabled)".2 The utilization of this transit

system compares favourablly to other systems. Às mentioned

in Chapter One, rides per capita is a good indicator of sys-

tem utilization. In '1981 , the rides per capita on the Win-

nipeg Transit System was 103.75, this figure compares favor-

ably with the national average of 98.81.3

Even with this high utilization of the systern, winnipeg

Transit faces the same financial constraints as other tran-

sit systems. In 1983 the national average for transit

revenue-cost ratios was .534. In Winnipeg, the recovery was

lower and was onIy.440,

closer to .500. 4

although by 1985 Lhis ratio was

This resulted in a projected

932,127,313 for 1985.5 Às a result,
required government subsidization

recorded a deficit in 1966. This

operating deficit of

the transit system has

since the system first
deficit has been cost-

R.J. Ferguson, MUNICIPÀL MÀNUÀL,CITY OF wINNIPEG,Winnipeg:
City of Winnipeg, 1984, p.158

City of Winnipeg, TRÀVEL ÀND DEMOGRÀPHIC TRENDS 1962-'1981,
p. 59, and CUTA, URBÀN TRANSIT FÀCTS IN CANADA r P. 31

CUTÀ, URBÀN TRÀNSIT FÀCTS IN CANÀDÀ, p. 32 and Province of
Manitoba Department of Urban Affairs files.

Smith interview, March 6, 1986
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shared equally by the municipal and provincial governments.6

4.3 Introduction To The Studv Area

The actual study area is the Portage Àvenue corridor, and

is made up of super zones 22,23,24,25 and 36 as defined in
THE CITY OF WINNIPEG TRÀVEL ÀND DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS 1962_1981

(see figure one)

The corridor had a population of 114,449 in '1981 . This

amounts to 20 percent of the total population of the city.7
Portage Avenue is a eight l-ane ma jor arterial- street.

Under the street rating system used by the City of Winnip"g,

Portage Àvenue is listed as a regional street. This rating
is based on the utility of the route and is not based on the

carrying capacity or traffic fl-ow. Portage Avenue is rated

as a rna jor external radial route, which means that it is a

direct link to a Provincial Trunk Highway, in this case the

Perimeter Highway. It must also be noted that not only is
Portage Avenue a link to a major highway, but is also part

of the Trans Canada Highway.

Parking is allowed along most of Portage Avenue, the

exceptions being between Strathcona and Queen Streets due to

a narrowing of the roadway to 3 lanes and the requirement of

the curb lane for merging traffic between Empress and Queen

The funding formula has evolved over the years so that now
the grant is 50 percent of the CiLy's audited transit sys-
tem deficit, up to a ceiling fixed annually

City of Winnipeg, TRAVEL AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS,
1962-1981, p. 63
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St reet s Parking is also prohibited at bus stops.
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The

location of these bus stops is shown on figure two.

The third exception is the westbound curb lane in the P.M.

peak, and eastbound curb lane in the A.M. peak. This park-

ing ban presumably is undertaken to increase the roadway

capacity in the peak direction during the rush hours.

Portage Àvenue itself is the most used roadway in the

city. From 7 À.M. to 7 P.M. 24,591 vehicl-es enter the CBD

via Portage Àvenue.8 On the next busiest roadway (Osborne

Street) only 13,754 vehicles enter the CBD.

The actual number of vehicles using a roadway is not rel-
evant in iiself. What is important however is the leve1 of

traffic congestion, and in turn how this congestion affects
vehicle speed and travel times.

Figures three and four graphically show the growth and

location of peak hour

congestion along Portage Àvenue. In 1962, the congestion

was confined primarily to the CBD. By 1981 however this
traffic problem along Portage Avenue had more widespread and

novr this problem had spread to areas outside the CBD. This

fact is backed up by a 1978 study of the City of Winnipeg

Streets and Transportation Department which showed that voI-

ume was either approaching or exceeding capacity at every

major intersection approach along Portage Àvenue.e

City of Winnipeg, TRAFFIC FLOW MAP, Winnipeg: Streets and
Transportation Department, 1983

City of Winnipeg, lHE WINNIPEG REGIONÀL TRÀNSPORTÀTION
SYSTEM EXISTING CONDITIONS, Winnipeg: Winnipeg Develop-
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Congestion obviously effects the operating speeds of

vehicles along this route. Tab1e Í lists the operating

speeds for automobiles and transit vehicles operating along

Portage Avenue. This clearly illustrates the localized

ef fect of congest ion.

Table 1: Vehicle Operating(e.u. peak)
Speeds: Portage Avenue

STREET SECTION
Sturgeon to Ferry
Ferry to St. James
St, James to Àrlington
Arlington to Broadway
Broadway to Sherbrook
Sherbrook to Spence
Spence to Colony
Colony to Vaughn
Vaughn to Smith
Smíth to Garry
Garry to Main

SPEED
ÀUTOMOBI LE

>40
25-40

>40
25-40

>40
25-40

<25
25-40

>40
25-40
25-40

(npH)
BUS

1 6.1 -32
16.1-32
1 6.1 -32
16.1-32
16.1-32
16.1-32
8.1-16
8.1-15
8.1-16
8.1-16

<8

The table clearly shows how automobile speeds vary from

section to section. Buses on the other hand have progres-

sively slower speeds as they near Portage and Main. This is

due to the fact passenger loading times affect the average

speed and since most of the loading and unloading is done in

the CBDrthe average speed is lowered. ÀIso, a large number

of signals are orj.ented to through traffic in the CBD which

further reduces bus speed. As a result, the automobile

ment PIan Review, 1978, p. 25
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operating speeds may be a better indicator of traffic

congestion than transit speeos are, as automobiie speeds are

not affected by the distribution of passenger loadings. It

takes approximately 15 minutes by automobile or 35 minutes

by transit to travel from Sturgeon Road on the western

boundary of the study area to Donald Street on the eastern

edge of the area via Portage Avenue. 1 o

There are at present three line haul- routes that run

along a substantial length of Portage Avenue. As well, 12

other routes service portions of the study area.11

The most frequent carrier is 1 1 Portage ( see f igure

f ive).
This route links Polo Park Shopping Centre in the west to

the CBD, and then continues to East Kildonan as 1'1 Kildonan.

In the A.M. peak this service runs on a four minute headway,

while in Lhe non peak the headway is seven minutes.l2 In

the peak periods between 19 and 21 buses serve this route

with the buses being required to stop at aII bus-stops.

The second busiest carrier is 21 Portage Red Express.

This route links Grace Hospital in the west with the CBD

( see f igure six ) .

Ibid, p.22-23

These routes are 12,18,24,26,29,61 ,66,71 ,
It must be noted that this list does
account other routes which originate in
these routes were taken into account the
much higher.

78 ,7 9,83 and 97 .
not take into
the CBD. If

number would be

12 City of winnipeg Transit System,
ule", City of Winnipeg, 1985

10

ll

"11 Portage Bus Sched-
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In the À.M. peak this bus runs on a six minute headway, in

non peak periods the heaoway is increased to nine minutes.

In the À.M. peak, between 19 and 24 buses service the

route. 1 3

This route is a limited stop express route¡ so between

Memorial Boulevard in the east and PoIo Park in the west,

buses only stop at selected bus-stops.

The final route is 22 Portage Green Express. This route

al-ternately serves three suburban areas during the peak

per iods ( see f igure seven ) .

These buses run on a five minute headway in the peak and

eight minute headway in the non-peak. During the peak peri-
ods 23 buses service this route. ra This route also is a

limited stop express route, with the buses making limited
stops between Memorial and Sturgeon.

This results in a totaL of 39 buses per

along Portage À.venue in the peak periods.

hour operating

I t must be noted that because buses share the roadway

with other traffic, they are subject to delays due to con-

gestion. These delays often cause the buses to deviate from

the schedule. This deviation from the schedule is well

illustrated in the Schedule Adherence index.ls

City of Winnipeg Transit System, "21 Portage Red Express
Bus Schedule," City of Winnipeg, 1985

City of Winnipeg Transit System, "22 Portage Green
Express Bus Schedule," City of Winnipeg, 1985

1 s The Schedule Àdherance Index is a record kept by winnipeg
Transit of aI1 its local routes (adherence to schedule
along the length of the route is not of upmost importance

13

14
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In September 1985 the deviation frorn the schedule for 11

Portage buses (inbound) was beuween 1.9 and 2.7 minutes. l6

9[hile this deviation does not seem substantial it is when

one realizes that for every bus running on schedule one must

be running 4 to 5 minutes off schedule. In this period it
v¡as also determined that between 13 and 31 percent of the

buses were eiLher 2 rninutes early or 3 minutes late.17

4,4 Ootions For Portage Àvenue

As the demand for available roadspace increases, it

becomes apparent that something must be done to expand the

people moving capacity of the transportation system in the

study area. There are basicly two ways a transportation

system can be expanded. The first way is to simply expand

the roadway itself. This of course allows more automobiles

to use the system, which in turn encourages commuters to use

their or.¡n automobiles. There are also the obvious financial

and social costs associated with the widening of a major

street such as Portage Avenue.

The preferred option is to promote the use of Lransit as

a means to move commuteri more efficiently. From both a

Provincial and a Municipal viewpoint this is a more viable

for express buses as they pick up few passengers outside
the CBD). This information is obtained by observation
posts established along the route at various times during

17

the year.

City of Winnipeg Transi
Index," City of hrinnipeg,

r bid

16 L System, "Schedule Àdherence
September 1 985
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option. From a municipal perspective, this commitment is

iliustrateo by a number of clauses in Pian Winnipeg, which

adopted a transit oriented approach to its transportation

planning. In sections 50(1 ) and 50(2) "Resolution of Capac-

ity oeficiencies" it was noted in terms of policy that:
The City shall undertake appropriate measures
along rnajor radial and circumferial corridors
vrhich hold the prorni se of resolving operat ional
problerns.

And further the objective stated were as follows:

To maximize the function of the existing regional
transportation system and to minimize the invest-
ment required for future additions to the existing
system. 1 I

This expansion of the existing transportation system is to

take various forms, and transit priority is one method

expected to be used to expand the capacity of the transpor-

tation system. This commitment to improved transit service

is illustrated by the minutes f rom the June 25, '1985 report

of the City of Winnipeg, Committee on Works and operations

which stated that:
The use of bus priority measures is consistent
with the preferred transportation alternative in
Plan Winnipeg. The Plan identifies the need for
bus priority to increase the use of buses, espe-
c iaI1y dur ing the rush hours. 1 e

This strategy (as outlined in PIan Winnipeg) was to take

the form of exclusive transit lanes along a few major road-

vrays. In fact, transit priority as a means of improving the

2960/81, winnipeg, 1983

the Committee on l.lorks and
305.

18

19

City of Winnipeg,

City of Winnipeg,
Operations". J.une

BY-LAW NUMBER

"Report of
25,1985, p.
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operation of transit vehicles was part of Lhe City's FM
YEÀR CAPITAL PROGRAM i984-i988. This project was described

as follows

Use of right curb lane as exclusive lane for tran-
sit vehicles along Portage Avenue from Sturgeon
Road to Main Street and along Main Street to Mar-
ket Avenue. 2 o

llhile this project was not implemented (expected date of

implementation v¡as 1986) it does.illustrate that projects of

this type are at least considered by the city.
The Provincial commitment to promoting good transit ser-

vice is arguablly as strong as the City's, although it is

not a stated policy. This commitment however can be backed

up two vrays. Firstly, for Plan Winnipeg to be implemented,

it must be approved by the Province of Maniioba. Às a

result the transit oriented approach to long term transpor-

tation planning suggests a provincial commitment to transit.
Secondly, this commitment is illustrated by the use of its
conditional grants to the City. In the fiscal year 1985/86,

for example 85.7% of the provincial financial commitment to

urban transportation was used to assist Winnipeg Transit
( operat ing and capi tal ) . 2 r

While it is apparent that the implementation of a transit
lane scheme can be rationalized politicaIly, it must be

determined if such a scheme would be feasible in terms of

20

21

City of Winnipeg, FIVE YEÀR CAPITAL
l.Tinnipeg: City of Winnipeg Board of
p. 173

Larry Desjardin, Letters to Mayor Will
22, 1985 and March 18, 1985

PROGRAM 1984-1988,
Commissioners, 1 983

iam Norrie, Febuary
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it and automobiles. The

the appiicability of a

tion warrants.

4.5 with-Flow Transit tane

In chapter two a number of warrants r.¡ere examined. It is

essential to compare the traffic conditions of the study

area with these warrants to determine if a transit lane is

feasable. The most basic warrant concerns bus traffic.
These minimum levels vary from 15 buses per hour (paris) to

20 buses (Toronto and Ottawa), alt the v¡ay to 60 buses per

hour (tnstituLe of Traffic Engineers). The 15 buses per

hour seems a bit low, officials in Paris have found that

such low bus traffic has l-ead to automobiles straying into

the lanes, which in turn resulted in lower travel speeds.

On the other hand the standard set by the I.T.E seems too

high. Àcceptance of such a high standard would virtually

eliminate most corridors in mid-sized Canadian cities from

implementing transit lanes. The most realistic minimum

standard seems to be 20 buses per hour. In both Toronto and

Ottawa such leveIs have resulted in the implementation of

successfully operated transit lanes.

In the peak periods, this minimum level is met throughout

the study area. From Main Street to Tylehurst (polo Park)

aII three routes are in service, this includes 16 buses

serving 1 1 Portage , 13 buses serving 21 Portage Red Express
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and 10 buses serving 22 Portage Green Express. This adds up

to 39 buses per hour in the peak periods. At PoIo Park the

16 buses serving route 1 1 turn around and return to the CBD.

Às a result, from this point to SLurgeon Road (where the

proposed lane would end) only 23 buses are in service. Even

with this reduced level of service, the number of buses per

hour (23) is stiIl above the minimum standard of 20.

Before a transit lane can be considered, not only does

there have to be a certain level of bus traffic, but there

must also be a minimum Level of patronage. For r¡ith-flow
lanes, the minimum level depends on the amount of persons

carried by automobiles in each of the other lanes. The

acceptable minimum level of ridership is such that the num-

ber of bus passengers should equal the number of people car-
ried by automobiles in the adjacent lanes. For example, a

transit lane is justified on an I l-ane roadway such as Por-

tage Àvenue when transit carries one guarter of the people

travelling over the route.22 This can be measured by com-

paring ridership figures with the Traffic Flow Maps at vari-
ous points in the study area. If the number of bus passen-

gers is equal to or greater than the distribution of

commuters per lane, the bus lane is justified.

Ridership f,igures obtained from Winnipeg Transit have

been compared with traffic flow maps to determine the dis-
tribution of comuters. This comparison is made at two loca-

22 IBI Group, RESERVED TRANSIT
TRANSIT PRIORITY MEASURES, p. 23

VEHI CLE LANES ÀND OTHER
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tions. The first, Portage and Maryland takes into account

ail three routes, whiie the second location, Portage of

Tylehurst or St. James only takes into account the 22 and 23

routes. The following table will illustrate this relation-
ship between automobile and transit commuters.

Table 2: Commuter Lane Distribution: Portage Àvenue(wittr-flow lane)

Based on four lanes in each direction, and 1.19 per-
sons per automobile

Transit Àuto Commuter Transit
Passengers Commuters Total /lanes /auto*Portage at

Maryland 2557 2534 5090 1273 2.0
( in,À.M. )
*Portage at
Maryland 730 2304 3034 758 .96
( out , À.M. )
*Portage at
Maryland 1662 2428 4090 1022 1 .6
( in, P.M. )
*Portage at
Maryland 1977 3258 5235 1 308 1 .5
(out,P.M. )
:kPortage at
Tylehurst 1172 2449 2621 905 1 .3
( in, À.M. )
*Portage at
St. James 251 1325 1575 394 0.6
outrA.M. )
:tPortage at
Tylehurst 555 1 366 1921 480 1 .2
( in, P.M. )
*Portage at
St. James 1246 3534 4780 1 1 95 1 .0
(out,P.M. )
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The table shows that in most cases the exclusive transit

iane wouid be warranced in both directions, in both peak

periods. The transit/Lane distribution ratio illustrates

this point. A ratio of less than one reveals that transit

carries less than the adjacent lanes of automobiles. The

only location this ratio is not met is in the À.M. outbound

lane between Maryland and St. James Streets. However at

Maryland Street the ratio is within .04 or 4 percent of

being equal, as a result a transit lane could easily be jus-

ti f ied at this location.

Between PoIo Park and Sturgeon however an exclusive tran-

sit Iane would only be carrying 63 percent of the commuters

that are carried in adjacent lanes. While this may not be

acceptable from a traffic engineering standpoint, it may

stitl be justified from the perspective of promoting tran-

sit.
The third warrant deals with the exclusive nature of the

transit lane. The I.T.E. for example views transit lanes as

being totally exclusive. Some operators however (ttC, O.C.

Transpo) recognize that in order not to disrupt the regular

traffic flow too much t right turning vehicles must be

allowed into the lane. This option seems to be the one fav-

oured by the City of Winnipeg. In the FIVE YEAR CAPITÀL

PROGRÀM 1984-1988 it was noted regarding this problem that,

"right turns would be restricted at some strategic loca-

tions."23

23 City of Winnipeg, FIVE YEÀR CAPITAL PROGRAM 1984-1988, p'
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In cases where the bus stop is located on the approach to

an intersection with a irigh numbe¡'of rigirc turning autonio-

biles, the best solution may be to simply move the bus stop

from the near to the farside of the intersection. The buses

would then be able to by-pass the right turning vehicles.

In Britain, research has been carried out by the Trans-

port and Road Research Laboratory (tRRf,) on how transit
lanes should function at busy intersections. Their research

determined that transit lanes should stop 60 metres short of
junctions.24 This length was chosen, as it allows for the

full capacity of the intersection while ensuring buses are

able to utilize the first green phase.

Determining the exact location of the transit lane l¡as

fairly easy to determine. For the west-bound lanes there

is only one section of Portage Avenue where a transit lane

would not be applicable, this being the section between

Strathcona and Queen Streets (see figure eight).
This discontinuance of the transit lane is due to two rea-

sons. Firstly, at the Canadian Pacific Railways underpass

the roadway narrows to three lanes. White this is still
wide enough to justify a Iane, the traffic runs smoothly

along this stretch and it is unlikely the implementation of

a transit lane would actually improve the operating environ-
ment of transit. Secondly, even though the roadway again

175

24 Peter R. White
Hutchinson and

, PLÀNNING FOR PUBLIC TRÀNSPORT, London:
Company, 1976, p. 65
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expands to at least four lanes west of the underpass the

implementation of a transit lane would be unwise due to

merging traffic. The Polo Park Shopping Centre is located

between Empress and St. James Streets. As a result a large

number of automobiles must use the outbound curb lane to
enter and exit this retail shopping centre. As weII, obser-

vations have shown that little congestion is experienced by

transit vehicles at this location.
The same type of merging takes place between St. James

and Queen Streets, at this point however traffic merges on

and off route 90. It must be noted, oD both these sections

transit buses only use the curb lane to load and unload pas-

sengers. At the merging points the transit vehicles use the

Iane second from the curb to avoid merging automobiles. Due

to this fact, a transit lane along this stretch would have

limited utility.
For the eastbound lanes the same observations are appli-

cable although Polo Park would have litt1e influence on the

Iane. Às a result, the lane would be discontinued only from

Queen to St. James Streets due to the traffic merging on and

off route 90, and again at the CPR underpass.

The real dilemma in determining the location of the lane

is on the approaches to the many intersections along the

route. After observing the traffic flow in the study area

it became apparent that at no particular intersection

approach could be singled out as having excessive con-
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gestion. In fact during one week of transit service obser-

vations only once was a transit vehicle not able Lc.t .clear

the intersection in one traffic Iight cycle.25 Às a result,

the recommended policy is based on the findings of the

TRRL,and the Ìanes wiIl discontinue 60 metres short ot

intersections. The effects of this policy wiIl have to mon-

itored and if transit vehicl-es are impeded right turns could

be restricted.
In order for this lane to be practical changes in the on

street parking regulations along Portage will have to be

made. As noted earlier, parking is restricted only in the

peak periods in the peak directions. As a result, there are

tr+ro options. In the first option the transit lanes would

onl¡z function in the peak direction, while in the second

option the transit lane would operate in both directions so

parking would have to be banned in both curb lanes during

both peak periods. The second option is clearly the pre-

ferred option. The observations have shown that congestion

is experienced by transit vehicles in the non peak direc-

tion. Àlso, even when there is litt1e congestion the tran-

sit vehicles operate below top speed to adhere to a schedule

with congestion programed into it. As a result, the with

flow transit lane should be in operation in both directions

in both peak periods. Determining the peak periods is a

arbitrary decision. In this case the peak periods are thrrse

25 These observations were made
during the peak periods in
'1985.

by riding the transit system
the week of February 10-14,
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times when the hourly transit passenger count for Winnipeg

transit is over 20,00A passengers. Using i:his rÌrêäsurêr¡ìenL,

the À.M. peak period would be from 7:00 to 8:30, while the

P.M. peak would be 3:30 to 5:30. After a period of time,

depending on the level of congestion the hours of operation

could either be expanded or reduced to mirror the con-

gest i on .

À key advantage of the with-flow lane is its flexibility.
Both l-oca1 and express transit routes operate along Portage

Avenue. This means that there are obvious operating differ-
ances, âs the local buses stop more frequently. In a with-

flow lane the express buses would be able to move out of the

Iane to by-pass buses stopped along the route. This is
noteworthy along all sections of the study area as there are

different Ievels of service.

The cost of such a project was estimated by the City of

Winnipeg to be $70,000. These costs are to include "inter-
nally illuminated signs and other traffic restrictions. " 26

There are no operating costs to speak of, âlthough some

extra policing would be required to keep automobiles out of

the lane in the first few weeks of operation.

City of Winnipeg, FIVE
175

26 YEAR CAPITÀL PROGRAM 1984-1988, p.
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4.6 Contra-Flow Transit Lane

F'or contra-f Iow lanes the warrants have to be mc¡di f ied

somewhat. The minimum level of buses per hour is applicable

to either scheme, and as stated earlier, from this viewpoinL

a lane is warranted.

The comparison of commuters in adjacent lanes for contra-
flow lanes is very differenL from the form of comparison

used for with-flow lanes. Since the lane deleted from the

general traffic flow is running against the flov¡ of the

transit lane it is more logical to compare the number of

transit commuters with the number of automobile and transit
commuters distributed in the three lanes running in the

opposite direction after implementation. Table 6 wiIl show

this relationship.
This table clearly illustrates that a contra-flow transit

lane would be carrying more commuters than any of the three

adjacent opposite flow lanes. In all cases this difference
is significant with the proposed lane carrying as many as

2.5 time the commuters as the opposite flow lanes. As a

result, from the viewpoint of commuters per lane, it is
obvious that the lane is justified.

For obvious reasons of safety the contra-flow lane must

be completely exclusive. Although there is no reason to

restrict left turns at intersections with left turn lanes as

the transit lane will use the turning lane, while left turn-
ing vehicles will use the adjacent 1anes.
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Tabie 3: Commuter Lane Distribution: Portage Àvenue
(contra-flow lane )

Based on 5 inbound lanes in the À.M., 5 outbound lanes
in the P.M. nand 1.19 persons per automobile

Transit total- Off-peak Transit
passengers Commuters Commuters /o|her

peak direction off-peak per lane
Portage at
Maryland 2557 3034 1 01 1 2.5
À.M. , lane in
Portage at
Tylehurst 1172 1 575 525 2.2
À.M. ,1ane in
Portage at
Maryland 1977 4090 1 363 1 .5
P.M. ,lane out
Portage at
TylehursL 1246 1921 640 1 .9
P.M.,Iane out

Realistically the contra-flow lane can only operate in

the peak direction (inbound in the A.M. peak and outbound in

the P.lci. peak). While the lane would be in operation only

from 7:00 to 8:30 in the morning and 3:30 to 5:30 in the

afternoon, the lanes would have to be closed for a period

longer than this to set up the lane dividers. This set up

period would range from one to two hours. This means the

lane would be closed to general traffic at minirnum from 6:00

to 9:30 in the morning and 2230 to 6:30 in the afternoon.

The initial start-up costs of the lane would probably be

sirnilar to the costs for the with-flow lane. The real dif-
ferance lies with the operating costs. The examples in the



previous chapter showed the monthly

from $4i67 (i975$) in Ocrawa, and

Francisco, to $16,000 (1978$) in
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operating costs ranging

s5,00û (1978$) in San

New York and $62,000

( 1 975$ ) in Miami.

While it is hopeC that the operating costs will not reach

these extremes, the potentially high operating costs must be

noted.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented the existing transportation condi-

tions of Portage Avenue and compared these conditions to the

minimum lane utilization warrants developed in Chapter

Three. From this comparison it became apparent that con-

gestion does occur along Portage Àvenue, and it is spread

throughout the length of the route. Add to this the fact

that the transit system is utilized to a high enough degree

suggests that the implementation of either a contra-flow or

with-fLow transit lane is warranted.

This analysis however must go one step further and answer

two basic questions. The first question, regards how much

time can realistically be trimmed from the travel times of

transit vehicles? Às stated earlier, the increase in speed,

and the corresponding reduction in travel time is the most

important factor to consider when investigating the applica-

bility of a transit lane. The second question that must be

answered is, which alternative is more applicable to Por-
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tage Avenue? ¡oth of these questions wirl be answered in
chaprer four.



Chapter V

EVÀLUÀTION OF OPTIONS

The car is an article of dress without which we
feel- uncertain, unclad and incomplete in the urban
compound. l

-MarshaIl Mcluhan

5.1 Introduction
A pure description of the two options is not complete in

itself, and it is important to estimate the effects the

transit lane will have on existing traffic patterns. This

chapter wiIl take the analysis one step further by comparing

the costs and benefits of the with-flow and contra-flow

transit lanes r,¡ith each other, and to a lesser degree with

the present situation.
IdeaIIy, the implementation of a transit lane could be

justified merely on the principle that transit vehicles

deserve some form of priority over automobiles. This is not

the case however as experience has shown that success or

failure is usually measured in travel time savings for tran-
sit vehicl-es or delays f or automobiles. Às a result, some

form of model had to be developed which would determine the

effect of the transit lane on travel times. The transit

1 MarshaIl McLuhan
MAN, New York:

, UNDERSTÀNDING MEDIÀ,
McGraw-Hil1, 1964, p.217
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lane simulation model was developed to anticipate the

ef fects oÍ the iane. The nrooerr âs weii as the resurLs of

the test wirr have to be analyzed. These resurts wilr then

be used to compare the options.

In this section the two options wil_l be compared, and it
will be determined which is the optimal sorution to the por-

tage Avenue traffic problem.

5.2 The Transit Lane Simulation Model

In any study of this type it is difficult to predict
accurateJ.y the effect of a transit lane on the travel times

of transit vehicles Originally the idea was simply, to
measure the amount of deray time associated with traffic
congest ion. Unfortunatly this simple method fails to
address one major problem, concerning the nature of con-

gestion itself Traffic patterns change from hour to hour

and day to day. Às a result the anticipated time loss asso-

ciated with congestion must be programmed into the schedure.

rn order to maintain this schedule, buses behind schedule

will attempt to speed up, whire buses ahead of schedure

wilr either reduce speed or stop completery to adhere to the

schedule.

À 1973 study by the south-East Lancashire and North-East

chesire Passenger Transport Executive (serNgc) determined

that even in the off peak hours considerable waste is buirt
into bus schedures. rt is an adaptation of this study which
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vrill be used to simulate the conditions experienced by buses

running along the proposed transit lane. ïn the British
study timings were taken on three buses running along a 9.5

mile route on a Sunday morning. Simulated passenger loading

times v¡ere added to the running times. It took the 3 buses,

36, 33, and 35 minutes to run a route that usually takes 46

minutes in the off-peak hours and 58 minutes during the

peak. Às a result it as noted that even the off-peak sched-

ule has 10 minutes of waste programed into it.2 Às the

British model takes into account passenger loading times and

the effect these delays have on running times, it v¡as felt
that an adaptation of this model could be applicable Lo the

Portage Àvenue situation.

5.2.1 Components of the Model

There are four components to the Transit Lane Simulation

Model,

. Fieldwork-the operation of the buses were- observed for a

period of one week (Z round trips per day) paying spe-

cial attention to:
1.

¿.

3.

location of congestion

amount of stop time at the bus stops

Iocation of the stop time

Analyzing- averaged the observed stop time information

f or both the À.M. and P.M. transit runs and noted the

range in travel times

2 Bendixson, INSTEAD OF CARS, p. 10'1
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Simulated bus operations- using a car, and taking par-

cicuiar care to mimic the acceieratiorr a¡ro oeceierateion

rates of a bus, two round trips were made stopping at

the appropriate bus stops.The first trip simulating the

A.M. transit lane and the second trip simulaiing the

P.M. transit lane.

Calculation- based on the results of the two runs the

travel time savings associated with the implementation

of the transit lane were calculated.

5.2.2 Methodoloqv of the Model

The first step in the application of this model to the

Portage Avenue corridor was to go into the field and observe

the amount and location of passengers loading times. The

location of the stops is necessary to properly simulate the

effect of the traffic lights on travel times. If one merely

noted the amount of passenger stop time and added it to the

straight running time, the effect traffic light cycles have

on total travel time would not be taken into account. On

Portage Avenue, for example, the traffic lights are timed so

a vehicle operating at 60 KPH should hit. only green phases.3

By having the test vehicle stop for the assigned times

between traffic lights, a more realistic simulation of bus

operations was achieved.

3 Peter Hague Interviev¡
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The data was collected through observations carried out

in tire f ierd. 22 portage Reo Express v¡as selecteo as it
runs along the entire length of the study route This route
vras chosen as it ran the entire length of the study area and

offered two 1evels of service.
To properry simurate the operating environment of transit

vehicles on Portage Avenue it was necessary to determine not

only hov¡ long buses stopped at bus stops, but arso note

which bus stops were stopped at. These observations could

onry be made by actuarly riding the buses, which was done

f or a period of one work week (t'fonday-Friday). Each day two

round trips rdere made, one in the A.M. peak and one in the

P.M. peak for a totar of five round trips in both the À.M.

and P.M. peak periods. The trips r¡ere staggered slightry
within each peak period to take into account hourly varia-
tions in traffic conditions.

The second aspect of this moder Ì.¡as the simuration of the

transit Iane. This invorved operating an automobile along

Portage Avenue on a Sunday morning, imitating a bus. This

imitation process took two forms. Firstly, the acceleration
and decelerateion rates of the buses had to be simurated.
The rate of decererateion for a transit vehicle is 7 kilome-

tres per hour per second, while the acceleration rate is 3

kilometres per second. a

a Hague Interview, January 3, 1986
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tion rate of a bus was difficult
an acceleration rate considera-

is necessary to use these rates

however if the results are to be accurate.

The second task involved averaging the observed bus stop

dweIl t imes between each traf f ic I ight , and stopping the

vehicles for the assigned time. Tabre four shows the aver-

age stop times for buses running along portage Àvenue.

The testing was carried out on Sunday February 15, 1986

and involved two round trip test runs, one simurating the

À.M. peak and the other, the P.M. peak.

The actual running time (total travel time - simulated
passenger loading times) was consistent in each of the

tests. The results of the test will be further explored in
the comparison of the with-flow transit rane and the contra-
flow transit lane.
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I'abIe 4: Àverage Bus Stop Loaoing Times
Avenue

Or¡ Por t.age

Street Section
Fort-Garry
Garry-Smi th
Smi th-Ðonald
DonaId-Hargrave
Hargrave-Carl-eton
Ca r leton-Edmonton
Edmon t on -Kennedy
Kennedy-Vaughn
Vaughn-CoIony
Colony-Spence
Spenc e-Sherbrooke
She r br ooke-Ma ryland
Maryland-Toronto
Toronto-Ar1 ington
Arl i ngton-Sherbourne
Sherbourne-Domi n i on
Dominion-Erin
Erin-Valour
Valour-Tylehurst
Tylehurst-St . James
St . Jarnes-Queen
Queen-Ber ry
Ber ry-Fer ry
Fer ry-Rut land
Rutland-Linwood
L i nwood-OlesdaIe
OIe sda 1e-Woodlawn
Woodlawn-Sharpe
Sharpe-Mount Royal
Mount Royal-Whytewold
l.Ihyt ewold-Moray
Moray-Ronald
RonaId-Woodhaven
Woodhaven-Sturgeon
TOTAL (minutes)

À.M. peak (sec)
in out
20 15
00
0 33
200
0 '18

00
11 0
00
28 24
00
13 15
00
10 15
00
14 19
00
00
03
828
33 0
16 30
44
35 29
30 20
24 33
05
19 11
928
24 20
48 10
60 28
i3 1'1

0 15
540
7 .8 6.9

P.M.
in

20
0
0
25
0
0
I
0
16
0
13
0
6
0
13
0
0
0
9
63
3
0
0
13
17
0
tr

5
18
19
21

0
0
35

5.2

peak ( sec )

out
30
0
56
0
18
0
t5

0
23
0
25
0
15
0
30
0
0
13
40
0
9
3
3
5
24
9
11
16
11
25
18
14
11
0
7.1
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5.3 Comoarison of Options

For the purposes of this study, eight criteria wiii be

used to compare the two options, traver time saviDgs, sched-
ure regularity, adaptability, costs (both capital and oper-
ating), effect on other road users, accessibirity and loca-
tion of bus stops, and probability of implementation.

Travel time savings will be fairly easy to obtain through
the results of the transit lane simulation model. rt must

be noted that not only wirl actual_ travel times be predict-
êd, but also regularity of service.

Àdaptabirity, is the ability of the scheme to accommodate

different 1eve1s of service. The monetary costs of the two

arternatives wirr be fairly easy to compare, âs the cost of
implernentation will be comparable and the bulk of the com-

parison will focus on the difference in operating costs.
The effect on other road users wirr be a fairry subjective
analysis as it is diff icurt to accurately measure any incon-
venience experienced by automobile users. Accessibility of
bus-stops refers to changes in passenger safetyr oF loss of
convenience associated with any change in the Iocation of
bus stops. rf a contra-frow scheme is adopted, some bus-
stops will have to be tocated in the median and there wirl
be problems associated with such a move. Àlso, if the tran-
sit rane is located in the curb-lane the whol_e issue of
nearside versus farside bus-stops will have to be addressed.
The final area of anarysis is the probability of implementa-



tion. This refers to the views of Winnipeg

t.heir preference, and thoughts on the scheme.

areas wiIl now be addressed.

5.3.1 Travel Time Savinqs

It is assumed that travel time savings will be

for each option. As a result, the difference
fact a with-flow lane can be utilized in both

The transit lane Simulation ModeI produced the

travel times from Sturgeon Road to Main Street:
e Inbound lanes, À.M. peak- 26 mínutes

c Outbound 1ane, À.M. peak-25 minutes

. Inbound lane, P.M. peak-25.6 minutes

o Outbound lane, P.M. Peak-26.5 minutes
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Transit as to
Each of these

comparable

Iies in the

di rect ions.

following

According to the TRAVEL ÀND DEMOGRAPHTC TRENDS 1962-1981 the

estímated travel time for this trip by transit is 35 min-

utes. s

Based on these figures the

after the implementaLion of the

. Inbound Lane, À.M. peak-9

c Outbound Lane, A.M. Peak-1

o Inbound Lane, P.M. peak-9.

r Outbound Lane, P.M. peak-8

expected travel time savings

transit lanes would be:

mi nutes

0 minutes

4 minutes

.5 minutes

s City of Winnipeg, TRÀVEL ÀND DEMOGRÀPHIC TRENDS 1952-1981,
p. 23. This was the only estimation available since both
routes are express routes and Winnipeg Transit keeps no
accurate record cf travel times of express routes. As
well, observations made in the field backed up this esti-
mation.
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rt must be noted thaL these time savings v¡ere achieved in
ideai operating conoitions with iittle j.nterferance. i{ow-

ever, even with an additional 5 minutes of waste programed

into ihe schedul-e (to take into account changes in patron-
ã9€, weather etc) the time savings would be adjusted to:
. Jnbound Lane, À.M. peak-4 minutes
o Outbound Lane, À.M. peak-5 minutes
. Inbound Lane, p.M. peak-4.4 minutes
o Outbound Lane, p.M. peak-3.5 minutes

Based on these adjusted results, the time savings associ-
ated with the with-flow rane operating in both directions
would be 9 minutes in both directions in the A.M. and 7.g
minutes during the p.M. peak periods. This is substantialry
more than the time savings associated with the 4 minute sav-
ing in the A.M. and 3.5 minute saving in the p.M. which
would be attained by implementing a contra-frow rane in only

:h" peak direction. As a resurt from purery a travel time
saving perspective, the with-flow l-ane is clearly superior
to both the contra-flow lane and the status quo.

5.3.2 Trave1 Time Reqularitv
The ability of transit lanes to regulate the travel times

has been cited as a major advantage. Both alternatives
would help to improve traver time regularity, but again the
with-flow rane can be viewed as more attractive as it oper-
ates in both directions. Table 5 irlustrates the variation
in traver times observed during the field work, and compares



these time to the results of

Model. To simplify tire model,

so variations in passenger load

account.

the Transit

acLuaI running

ing times are
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Lane Simulation

times are usecì

not taken into

Tab1e 5: Transit Running Times On Portage Àvenue

Dayl
À.M. Out 21.1
A.M. In 23.0
P.M. Out 26.0
P.M. I n 25.5

Day2 Day3
1 9.3 20.2
21 .3 19.4
22.3 21 .4
24.2 23.4

Day4 Day5 Àv
18.6 21.3 20.1
20.7 21 .2 21 .1
22.5 19.1 22.3
21 .2 28 .7 24 .6

Range Model
1 .9 18.2
3.8 19
6.9 19.2
8.7 19.5

The tabl-e shows that travel times vary by as much as 8.7

minutes. It must be noted that these results are based on a

small sample, and this range could actually be larger. The

results of the model show that the implementation of a tran-
sit lane will result in better schedule adherence for tran-
sit vehicles. The four runs simulating the inbound and out-
bound lanes for the À.M. and P.M. peaks revealed a time

differential of only 1.3 minutes. This differential could

easily be attributed to the difference of stopping at one

additional traffic light, and therefore should not be viewed

as significant.
In a direct comparison it again is apparent that because

a with-flow lane runs in both directionsrthere will be more

regularity in travel times.
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5.3.3 Financial Imptications

Assessing the financial implications oi each option

costs of the

expected ben-

requires two steps. Firstly the monetary

alternatives will be explored, and then the

efits will- be compared to these costs.
As stated earrier, it is assumed the actual implementa-

tion costs of each option witr be comparable and the real
difference wirl rie with the operating costs. Based on the
resurts from other transit ranes it is assumed that the
operating cosr-s of a contra-frow lane wilr be at least
$4,000 per month or $48,000 annuarly. This is considerably
more than the operating costs of with-frow l_anes as experi-
ence has shov¡n that the operating costs of with-flow lanes
are negligible.

It is important to note how the traver time savings wilt
transrate into economic savings. The standard rure is when

the amount of time saved is equar to the headway eriminated
from the round trip, the need for one bus is eliminated.6
As a resurt is is important to note the peak hour headways

of the three affected bus routes. The headways are:
r 11 Portage-4 minutesT

c 21 Portage Red Express-7 minutes

o 22 Portage Green Express-S minutes

6

7

Peter

It is
along
of the

Hague Interview, August

important to remember
hal- f of the lane , i t
time savings.

, 1gg5

that as 1 1 Portage only runs
will only be affected by half
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For the with-flow rane, the expected time savings are
expected to be 9 minutes in the A.M. and 7.9 minutes in the
P.M. peak. The expected savings for 11 port.age buses are
expected to be 4.5 and 3.9 minutes respectively for the À.M.

and P.M. peak periods.

À comparison of these time savings with the headways,

using the bus saving formula shows that the need for one bus

on each of the three routes wiII be eliminated.
rn terms of financial savings associated with the time

saviDgs, the Toronto Transit commission in 1gg2 found that
by eliminating the need for a bus in the peak hour $60,000
(82 $) can be saved in annual operating costs.B rn terms
of capitar cost savings, the erimination of the need for one

bus i s now approximately $1 82, O0O. e

Às a result, the implementation of a with-frow rane will
result in a potential saving of $180,000 (az $) in annuar

operating costs, as weII as a $546,000 (96 $) capital cost
savi ng .

For contra-flow lanes, the expected time savings are ress
than those expected from the with-flow lane. The expected
time savings are 4 rninutes in the À.M. and 3.5 minutes in
the P.M. peak. À comparison of these time savings r+ith the
headways reveals that no savings in buses would be achieved
through the implementation of a contra-flow scheme.

TBT GToup, RESERVED TRÀNSIT VEHTcLE
TRANSIT PRIORITy MEASURES, p. 23

Kent Smith Interview

LANES ANÐ OTHER
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From a fiscal perspective, the with-flow lane is clearly
the more attractive alrernacive.

5.3.4 Effect On Àutomobile Traffic
If the automobile traffic along Portage Àvenue was evenly

distributed among the four lanes it would be fairly easy to
ascertain the effect the removal of a lane would have on

traffic flow. This is not the case however, âs the traffic
flow in the curb lane is much less than in the other three

lanes. lo This could be due to the high number of buses

using the lane. Outside the CBD there are 39 buses per hour

(or one every 1.5 minutes) running along portage Àvenue.

The stopping of buses discourages other traffic from using

the lane, therefore fewer automobiles use the lane. In the

CBD, even more buses are in service, and as a result it is
not uncommon for the entire curb lane to be made up entirly
of buses.

The designation of the curb lane as an exclusive transit
lane wourd have minimal impact on existing traffic flows as

the curb lane is presently underutilized.
The contra-flow lane on the other hand would remove the

median lane from the general traffic flow. The effect of

this would be minimized if a parking ban was imposed in the

off-peak direction. If this ban was put in place the number

of lanes would not changed.

10 Based on observations made during the field work.
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In both cases the effect on other traffic would be mini-

mal-. Tt musE be noted that any negacive effect on automo-

bile travel times could help to attract more riders to tran-

sit. The TTC, for example uses traffic congestion as an

advertising tool. Àt known congestion points or rapid tran-

sit overpasses, signs are erected informing motorists that

if they used the TTC they could be on their way home instead

of being "stuck in the congestion". I1

The implementation of a transit lane (in either form)

would work in a s imi lar tray. I n thi s case however the bus

moving unimpeded through the traffic, while automobiles are

stopped due to congestion might help to attract automobile

users to transit.

5.3.5 Àdaptabilitv
This area of comparison refers to the ability of the

transit lane to accommodate different leveIs of service.

Tn the case of a with-flow lane it is easy for express

buses to by-pass local buses which ar.e stopped loading and

unloading passengers. With a contra-flow lane this is vir-

tually impossible, âs cones are set up to separate the

contra-f1ow lane from the general traffic f1ow.

The only feasable alternative is to restrict the use of

the lane to either express or focaf service. rn either case

it would mean that the transit lane would be underutilized,

and likely not warranted based on the minimum lane utiliza-

1 1 rnterview with Peter
Province of Manitoba,

Walton, Department of Urban Affairs,
Winnipeg Manitoba, JuIy, 1984.
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tion warrants.

Based on this, tire with-ilow iane is clearly the superior

option as it not only accommodates the three main routes,

but also other rouLes that only use small sections of Por-

tage Avenue.

5.3"6 Àccessibilitv and Safetv at Bus-Stops

This comparison relates to the location of bus-stops, and

passenger access. For wíth-flow lanes this is not a problem

as there is no need to change the Iocation of bus-stops.

This is not the case with contra-flow lanes however as some

bus stops would have to be l-ocated in the median. For this
to be feasible the median would have to be at least 2.1

metres wide. 1 2

Àlong the Portage Àvenue median this width is attained

except at points where the roadway expands to 5 lanes to

accommodate Ieft turn lanes. Às a result bus-stops could

only be located away from these intersections. Since pas-

sengers wishing to use transit must cross onto the median at

intersections, this would require some form of walking path

from the intersection to the bus-stop. This is not only

inconvenient for the patron, but would also be expensive to

maintain as both these walks and bus-stops would have to be

maintained. Às well, some people may feel uneasy abouÈ

standing on the median due to drafts and sprays caused by

passing vehicles. This could in some cases affect patronage

12 This width i
size required

s based in the
by the Toronto

minimum passenger platform
Transit Commission.
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as those with difficulty walking may decide not to use tran-

srÈ. From chis perspective it is felt rhat the with-flow

Iane is again the superior option.

5.3.7 A,dministrative Àcceptance

The final area of comparison essentially deals with the

probability of implementation. Due to the fact the with-

flow lane was included as part of the Five YEÀR CAPITÀL

PROGRÀM, it is assumed the City of Winnipeg is fairly recep-

tive to such a plan. The same cannot be said of a contra-

flow Iane. In discussions with officials of Winnipeg Tran-

sit it became apparent that the chance of Winnipeg Transit

supporting the implementation of a contra-flow lane on Por-

tage Avenue were virtually niI. Às a result, from a practi-
ca1 stand-point, the r+ith-f l-ow lane is the best option.

Of course, it must be noted that administrative accep-

tance is of upmost importance if either scheme is to be

accepted. Às stated earlier traditional transportation
planning is based on the efficient movement of vehicles. Às

a result, in some cases a basic change in this philosophy

must take place before transit lanes would be successful.

5.4 Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to determine which option

would best optimize the operating conditions of transit
vehicles on Portage Àvenue. The analysis clearly shows that

the best alternative is the with-fIow lane. The main advan-
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tage of the with-flow lane lies in the fact it can be imple-

menueci in botn directions, while a contra-f l-ow lane can only

be implemented in the peak direction. This essentially
means the travel time savings associated with the with-fIow

Iane are al-most double those of the contra-f low lane. This

in turn leads to economic benefits as fewer buses will- be

needed to service the routes.

In terms of implementation it is also apparent that the

with-flow lane alternative is superior. Not only is it less

expensive to operate, but it is also the more efficient
option as different leve1s of service can utilize the lane.

The transit lane alternatives matrix table illustrates
how the two options compare in the I categories that have

been investigated.

Tab1e 6: Transit Lane Àlternatives Matrix
+ denotes the superior option, the inferior option
and 0 a standoff

With-flow lane
Travel time saving +
Schedule regularity +
Capital cost 0
Operating costs +
Impact on autos 0
Àdaptability +
Àccessibility +
Gov't Àcceptance +
TOTÀt +6

Contra-flow lane

0

õ

-5



This comparison clearly shows that the $¡

the superior option in six of the eigirt po

son. Às a result,it appears that there is
tial for success with the implementation of

rather than a contra-flow lane.
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ith-flow lane is
ints of compari-

a greater poten-

a with-flow lane



Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

Transportation must be viewed in a
simply in terms of mobílity but in
ter city.1

nevr 1i ght , not
terms of a bet-

--wilfred Owen

Throughout the researching of this practicum it quickly

became apparent that feasibility studies for most transit
l-ane schemes do not exist and the "trial and error" approach

is the most common form of analysis used in evaluating

exclusive transit lanes. This is due in part to the non-

capital intensive nature of transit lanes, and in many cases

the consultants report would virtually double the implemen-

t.ation costs of a transit lane scheme.

The basic purpose of this study was to determine the

utility of an exclusive transit lane on Portage Àvenue in

Winnipeg, and to determine if it would be a project worthy

of Provincial Government financial support

Chapter One introduced both the area of study as well as

the methodology which was used to address the problem. In

Chapter Two the existing Iiterature was examined, and it
became apparent that transit was an important municipal ser-

vice and that transit deserves priority over automobiles.

1 Owen, THE ACCESSIBLE CITY, p.51

181



The third chapter looked
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at the rationale behind transit
priority measures and more specificaiiy exclusive transit
Ianes. Às well a few examples vrere examined, and it nas

determined that in certain cases exclusive transit Ianes

could lead to significant travel time savings for buses

using the lane. Chapter Four looked at the existing trans-
portation conditions on Portage Avenue and the applicability
of either option in light of these conditions. The research

showed that there was enough transit utilization along Por-

tage Àvenue to justify the implementation of either a with-

flow or a contra-flow transit lane. In Chapter Five a com-

parison of the costs and benefits was made. On the basis of

this analysis it was obvious that the with-flow transit lane

v¡as the superior option.

Based on the evidence presented in this report, it
appears Lhat Provincial money contributed to this project

would be worthwhile. The economic analysis revealed that

the transit lane could potentially eliminate the need for
three buses in the peak periods, and the economic benefits

associated with this saving would be an annual operating

cost saving of $180,000 as well as a $546,000 capital cost

savlng. This is considerably higher than the expected

$70,000 impJ.ementation cost.

Às a result of the analysis it is recommended that the

Province consider the cost-sharing of a with-f1ow transit
lane on Portage Avenue. This could be done under the Urban
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Transit Capital Grant Program which provides for Provincial
funoing of 50 percent of the neE costs of approved bus pur-

chases and innovative demonstration projects.

From a broader perspective, the methodology developed in

this study could be used as a rapid preliminary estimate of

feasibility for other proposed transit lane schemes.
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